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TODAY:
Sunny and
breezy.
High: Mid
.._________. 80s.

THE MURRAY STATE

SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 80s. Low: 60.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 80s. Low: 60.

October 3, 1997
Vol. 73, No. 6

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Murray State University's TVI I will premier a new talk
show dealing with race relations on campus and in the
community. The show's first
guest will be the Oliver family, who had racial pamphlets
strewn on their yard a few
weeks ago.
Seepage2

Jason Billingsley
explains the
knowledge
gained with
defeat after losing the election
for Freshman·Senator.

Seepage

5

Our\Vorld
X-citement! Xhilaration! Xcommunicated?
This is our
world, a world
..__ _ __, of mini-malls and
a younger corporate America.
Find out what Gen Xers are
doing to find their place in a
baby boomer society.
Seepage

6

CollegeL!/e

Arrest made
in year's third
alleged rape
•Arrest: A Murray State junior is
accused in the third-degree rape
of a fellow student following an.
alleged incident Monday.
BY jASON KEMP
STAFf WRITER

Police arrested a Murray State stu.dent early Tuesday morning for the
alleged rape of another University student.
According to a police report, Richard
D. Smith, junior from Elizabethtown,
was arrested at his residence on 4th
Street and charged with third-degree
rape early Monday morning.
A warrant for Smith's arrest was
issued after a signed affidavit explaining the alleged victim's case was
received Tuesday afternoon. The report
said Smith was a friend of the complainant.
According to the affidavit, Smith and
the alleged victim were at a party Sunday when the incident occurred. The
woman said she had passed out from
drinking and that when she woke up,
Smith was attempting to have sex with
her. The police report said Smith was
also under tbe influe,nce of alcohol.
In the affidavit, the woman said She
told Smith no and pushed him away.
She then went to the bathroom to get
away from Smith because all of the
rooms in the house were fllled.
The affidavit further stated that the
alleged victim said she could not
remember if she locked the bathroom

Fast fact
According to Kentucky Revised
Statute 510.060 a person is guilty of
rape in the third degree when:
(a) He engages in sexual intercourse
with another person who is incapable of
consent because he is mentally retarded or mentally incapacitated; or
(b) Being 21 years old or more, he
engages in sexual intercourse with,
another person less than 16 years old.
Rape in the third degree Is a Class D
felony, which can carry a one to five
year prison term if the defendant ls
convicted.

door and that she passed out again.
The woman 'said that when she woke
up again, Smith was having sex with
her. She said she passed out following
the alleged rape.
The complainant said she woke up
later in the day and that after she realized what had happened, she decided to
go to the police.
Det. Mark McChristian of the Murray Police Department said this case is
classified as a third-degree rape
beeause the alleged victim was not able
to consent to sex due to the fact that
she was under the influence of alcohol.
McChristian said the woman was
taken to the emergency room at Murray-Callaway County Hospital Sunday
morning and was given a rape kit.
McChristian said Smith was held at
the Calloway County Jail on a $2,500
cash bond. He was released Wednesday. No trial date has been set.

If talking to and trying to
understand the opposite sex
leaves you totally confused,
don't worry, you're not
alone. Learn a few tips to
make communicating with
the opposite sex easier.

Seepage
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Ollie Drury, sophomore from Franklin, N.H., helps prepare the set of
"Home ... The play will run through this weekend and next.

•Program: City and county officials are seeking to
organize a Big Brothers} Big Sisters organization to serve area youths.
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF

Chris Weatherly/The News

The Murray
State volleyball team
captured
'--...:....::;;;&:;;:.=;:~.......a.;.a their first
home victory of the season
over Tennessee State Tuesday night.

Chris Weatherly/The News

Murray seeks BB/BS

8

Sports

Finishing touches

Newly elected freshmen senators, Drew Perry, from Marshall
County, and Kiley Newell, from Sallen Ill., discuss their new
responsibilities as members of SGA at Wednesday's meeting.

Freshman elect
class SGA
representatives
•Elections: Tivo of21 candidates were selected this
week by their classmates
to represent the freshman
class as SGA senators.
BY jASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

This year's Student Government Association is finally
complete with the addition of
the two freshman class senators.
Out of the 21 freshman candidates, Kiley Newell and
Drew Perry were elected, with
44 votes each. Lisa Holt came
in third place with 36 votes,
with Jennifer Hibbs closing
out the top four places with 31
votes.
Jeff Vaughan. election ways
Please see SENATORS/15

The votes are in ...
These are the vote totals for
the candidates for SGA freshman senator.
Kiley Newell
Drew Perry

Lisa Holt
Jennifer Hibbs
Stephanie Judy

44

44
36
31
31

Nikki Key

28

Tom Holcomb
Carla Wigg•ns

26
25
25

Heath Shemwell
Terry G. Stewart Ill

Abby White
Christine Myers
Kat1e Young
Jason Billingsley

Wama

For more than 90 years Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of America has been bringing companionship to children of need all
over the country. Murray and
Calloway County want to
become a part of this tradition.
"It is basically a mentor program," said Robbie Wolfe, an
intern for the BBIBS program.
"An older person in the community donates their time to a
child in need, usually a child
from single parent home or a
child at risk, and serves as the
child's role model,"

Leander Christopher Peters 10
Brian L. Bradley
9

Nicole Brown
Angela Arnold

7
7

Casey Baker

4

Jay A Lamb

1

Source: SGA

Shane Fillhugh/Gr<Jphrcs J\lanager

the class and then quit, but I
held on."
Ford has been spending time
with his "little brother," John,
for about two years.
"Right now he is living with
his grandmother who is about ,
75 years old," he said. "He doesn't have a lot of male figures
around him right now."
Ford said that being a mentor has not only helped his "little brother," but also himself.
"When things are going bad
for me, when I am having a lot
of problems, it is good for me to
go hang out with him," he said.
"It makes me realize that
things are not as bad as they
seem.
"I am planning on living here
this summer, so I should be
able to spend more time with
him," Ford said. '"My goal, right
Please see PROGRAM/15

Case returns to grand jury
•Hearings: Cases involv·
ing the alleged rape of two
University students will be
examined by the Calloway
County grand jury.

19

17
13
12
10

In October, Murray and Calloway County will be hiring a
program coordinator to organize a BB/BS site in this area.
The program coordinator will
be in charge of raising money
for the organization, choosing
who the role models should be
and matching the children with
their mentors.
Quinn Ford, senior from
Owenton, decided to become a
role model through his social
work course and the Family
Resource Center at Murray
State. The students were
required to spend time with
children of the area for class
credit. Ford decided when the
semester was over that he did
not want to give up mentoring.
"What we did wasn't considered a part of the BB/BS program," he said. "We were just
required to hang out with the
kids. Most people just did it for

BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Calloway County grand
jury will rehear the Ben Freitag rape case on Tuesday.
Mark Blankenship, Freitag'..,;
attorney, said that the resubmitting of the case to the grand
jury is a sound idea.
He also said that one reason

for the case going back to the failed the first polygraph test
the grand jury is that the origi- administered to him.
nal jury did not know about
"He failed the first one
Freitag's alibi that he was in because he was nervous about
Madisonville at the time of the being arrested and the whole
alleged rape.
case," Blankenship said.
In a grand jury trial it takes
ln a grand jury trial the
nine
votes to move the case
defendant is questioned withonto
the
trial in the case. In a
out prosecution present and
jury
trial
it takes all 12 jurors
that is one reason why
to
convict
the defendant.
Blankenship thinks that the
Ward, commonMichael
case was resubmit~d.
wealth attorney, said he would
Blankenship also said that
not discuss why the case is
the grand jury has not heard
going back to the grand jury at
about the second polygraph
this time.
Freitag took, which he passed
the test. However, Freitag
Please see JURY/15
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NewsBri~fs
ASSE raises money for
United Way and DES
The MSU American
Society of Safety Engineers
hosted the second annual
Stallion Golf Tournament

Sept. 25.
The event raised $350
for charity. The sum was
split be~n the Disaster
Emergency Service and the
United Way..
Partidpadng In the event
were 20 teams of four.

Talent search held
Students interestina in
recording original work
are encouraged to join the
Music Search contest. The
winner will receive 2.000
COs. a concer't appear-

TM M_,., .._. N••
Odioliet 3, IM'

Racism topic of new talk show
b._

•ewe want) to bring to the beginning, Gary said *hepea
Now, MW'I'aJ State hal an
One of theee controversial
show: Murray addition
m tbe talk •bow mar- iasues, Which will be addreSsed surface tbe topic of rac:iam 8Jld this will lead to a
JINii·
State's 7V 11 will premiere ket,
on the Oct 7 show, ia that of then talk about how • deal tion, perhapa even a natiouaJ

-Talk

show to dicuSB race relaSbellie Gary, junior journal- racism at die Univenity and in
ism
ma.jor from Madieonville, the eommunity.
tions in the community
hosts
the program, Murray
The Oliver family, who was
and on campus.
the
target or rac.related hate
LiJce II I•, on MSU-TV. The
show, which began filming
Sept. 18 and first aired Sept.
STAff WIIT!I
23, is aired at 6 p.~. and 9:30
p.m. on Tueadaye, with new
If one turns on a television shows airing on a biweekly
set anytime during daylight basis.
boun, he or she is faced with a
'nle ptGpaD~, Gary &aid, is
constant barrage of television intended tA» •c~ecuu controvertalk shows. From Jerry sial topiaf that are hate at the
Springe1' to Ricki L41ee to University that people -are tryOprah Winfrey, there is a ing to .-weep under the- table."
seemingly endleu stream of Gary said she wants to
topics that are diaculled every people out of their comfort
day on every netwotk.
zones."
BY BRIAN HENSON

··t

with ih11 Gary &aid. *It's not the show. Gary. a deYOUt Cbrift.
race people ~te ian, also said that her . . S.
against, but it's about the dift'erent from other simil&r
stereotypes
peopt.
have programs because aha tries to
mail about three weeks ago learned. We can't pnera~Je.• bring forth •a positive lpiritual
(Sept. 19 iasue of The Murray
Gary said she triee to fbcua view" of every topic~.
Stcate News), will be guests on on topics abe thinke ~
Gary also encouraged ltu·
the show that week in their everyone on camp-.. Ct4 &
dents to eome to the lhow tumfirst e:atellaive intel'Yiew. They that will make people -... inp every other Thund&J
will be ctilc:u88ing how their what "uncomfortable~-· night at 6 p.m. to be part otthe
lives have chimged since the under the eollar."
atudio audience and to eft'er
incident.
A few other upcominl ~ their own opinions and
Also, two Jtudents and a staff' that will be addreased on Mu.r- blaipta. The next filming,
member of the University will 1"41 LiM II 1• are mter-ndal ~ on inter-racial relabe on the ume epiaode to dia- relatioosbipe, radical religitiua ttoatlripa wU1 be Oct. 16 at the
CUSB their views on the -racism orpnizations and alternative
Mat'J'.Tf studio on the 8th floor
situation" that Gary believes lifestyles.
of the P&jc&.Doyle FiDe Alta
exists on campus.
Althoqh the show ia ju8t Center.

~arking

Retum from th!! depths

ance and markedng sup-

•Parkilll: Joe Green, 01180*

port for their work. Call
1-888-8MUSIC8 toll-free If
interested.

ciiJte director of Public
Safety, says there are parlei"6 spots open duri1J6 busy
school hours.

NationBriejs
MIT student dies

BY DoNALD

Scou

K..,..eger, MIT
freshman and Phi Gamma
Delta pledge, died Monday
of an alcohol-induced
coma. He ~ found
unconscious In his room in
the fraternity house. He
had drank there with
other members of the fra.
temlty to celebrate his lnftlation.
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity announced Thursday
that it will ban alcohol
from all its houses nation-

LAwSON

STAPfWina
I

No matter where you so on
campua, you can't help but
notice that a lot of the parking spaees on c:ampua are
full. Or are they?
Students may complain
about parking, but according
to Joe <keen, associate director of Public Safety, there
are plenty of spacee available.
-rbe problem ia created by
people who don't know where
parking ia at," Green said.
-rbey focus on oae or two
parking lots - people don't
want to walk."

wide.

There are 5,646

Nudear bomb tests
subject of debate
Information on nuclear
bomb tests In AmeriCa
found that the tests may
have caused up to 75,000
cases of thyroid cancer.
The debate is concerned
about enforcing follow-up
studies and medical checkups by the government.

Airline cuts deal
US Airways pilots agreed
to operate at a new lowcost. low-fare unit In order
to compete with other airUnes. This was done by
cutting pilots salaries.
'~ilou are paid up to
SI50,000 a year.

WorldBriejs
Labor Party gains
momentum
English Prime Minister
Tony Blair received a 93
percent approval rate in a
recent poll.
This success is being
attributed to Blair's personable style, ability to fulfill promises, and lack of
competition.

•Phones: While the phone should eHminate many of last

system is not perfect yet, year's diftlcultiea.
The only dift"erence ia that
the technology e%ists for the'
problem ef jammecl ....,.
improuements.
\inel ia not aoinl aY~&J as it
Usually does within the fint
two
to three weeka of school.
BY )OHN K. MOORE
There
have been two reportlt
NEWS EDITOI
of disrupted phone calla, but
they have not yet been attribIf you have had problema uted to the Murray State teJewith your telephone, they have Pb6ne system. The most pernot gone unnoticed. The MW"- li8teftt probl8m is getting an
ray State Telecommunications outside tine.
"1Auut week I tri,cl &om 7
Office is looking into possible
solutions for clogged phone p.m. until 1 a.m. to get an outaide line," said Christy Sieber,
lines.
Jim DeBoer, telecommunica- seQior fiom I..aGnmp. tot even
tions manager for the Univer- went u tar aa to call the Inforsity, said the 1997 school year mation Systems Office for
has started off with fewer help. If we are paying for our
problems than last year. phone services, then the
DeBoer's office has upgraded Teleeommunicationa Office
the telephone system this sum- needs to install enough linM to
mer - a move DeBoer said adequately serve the campus."

Compiled by Harry Rowen
Sash. Contributinr Writer

Phone services on campus
are provided free of charp in
the nwidential eolleges.
w:t'he
basic
difference
between here CMU1'1'8.1 State)
and some other univenitiea is
moatly p~losophical," said
Mark Denham,
network

admininrator.

8Qme other Jchools charp
for phcme aervicee, while at
Murray moat of the funclina
comes from the budget, said
Denham.
There are approximately
4,000 lines on campus, including adminiatl'ative omces and
residential cone,., with a
limitecl number of lines run·
Ding off campus. There are 66
local-acceas linea, 12 linea dedicated to the Internet and 24
ACUS loq-diatance lines.
•univel'lity-wide, 66 porta·
are no problem for access dur-

Career Fair
1997 set
.
for Tuesday, Oct. 21
-Jobs: Potential employers from across taking applications from prospective stuthe country will be accepting ~sumes and dents.

Te nsion In Israel

policy.

whem are commuter students.
Green said the lot at 13th
and Payne streets
at
least 40 CJrlo t1p0ta OpeQ...,
ing school hour.a. ADe8Mr lot
that is CQ'IIUIIOD);y iporecl ia
the one at 17th and Jludl·
ton streeta. Green iaid he
sees only about 10 can there
dW'inl aehool hours, when
the lot is capable of boWiiW
75 to 80 vehicles.
ParJrina lots that are usually full at peak houra are
the lot acroes from Pupae
Library and the lot at 16th
and Hamilton atreeta.
Green added that another
problem with parJdua i8 that
the Currie Center 18 ewerused. Too many students ue
the visitors parking which ia
only intended for one: ~
parJdDc. Violators are t.icW;ed, but the problem 8tJB~..
tinuea.
Green said if a $10 ticket

1uf

pal'kina does not pt atuclllllta' atten~

Busy ·signals frustrate students

conducting interviews.
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu persists In
building new Jewish settlements, despite a "timeout"
promise.
The settlements are
under construction due to
the natUral growth of the
population, yet Palestinians
support the "timeout"

spots open

BY 1,011 BUiliNC
CONTIIIUTINC Wlml

Murray State students will have the
opportunity to consider future career plans
Tuesday, Oct. 21 when Career Services
hosts its annual fall Career Fair.
More than 55 buainesaea- will be r.epresented at the event, in the Curris Center.
Among companies attending ant AtriChem, Briggs & Stratton, Coc:a-Cohl, General Moton, J .C. Penney, the Kentucky State
Police, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and People's Firat of Paducah.
The Walt Disney World College Program
will also ~ distributing information and

ing the day, since the adminia- ~ a IIIDDthll . . . of $31
tration is making a IDIQority of per loQd-aeoeu trunk, DeBoer
the long distaDCe calla," eaid.
DeBoer lllid.
""the kchnolOCY ia here to
lnereued Interial!l Iiiia in provide .aequate service to the
1'811idential college n;oiDW _..., CJUDpus," he said. "'However,
the problem we have ia
tributee creatiY to Cbe
phone 1biea. llowevet, that~ stafting. We could offer more
not the eatire problem.
services, but a four-penon
•A larp portion of tbe ,.._ department can't 1erve everylelb occurs at Dilbt. w:heD one's needa adequately."
The Telecommunications
more studenta are ~"the
phones," DeBoer llilcL
Office will look into the poeaibappeu when makifta a 1ona' bility or ·a dding additional
distance call, however, ie that linea, if problema persist or
when a stud• UleBACUSor worsen, DeBoer said.
Moat telephone use occun
MCI, thoee liJMll Ill 'Up IIDCl
rollover and pab OD8 of the between 7 and 11 p.m. Accord·
other local-acceu U.S. 'lbe ing to the lnf'ormation Syatems
same thing haPJ18118 when the Office, the best way to elimi12 linea dedicated to Internet nate some telephone pi'Qbleaa
is to only stay on the phone the
accesa -.re beiDf Uled."
Two.,.... • • 10 local j)Orts necessary amount of time,
were JMD'eh81fed at a coat of especially durine the peak
$6,000 ancl the University hours.

'*

..._t

Career Fair 1997
P ar t ic i pant List
Tuesday,Oct.21
Aai'OIIik, Inc.

Ni.JC

MSU ano. SLdea
Norwast Fllaldal

~

~

AMiblrna [)ep. Trrnsporlllion
Becla'CPA AIMaw Ca&nltt
Brlggl & SRian

People's Finll d Pacl.an

Murray State students and alumni are
encourapd to wear business attire and QawKnolt
bring their r.esumes.
caterplllr
Making a good impression is important Q10IE Mental Heall1 en.
because more than 25 companies will be con· Qx:a.Ccla
ducting local interviews the next day.
Capt. tor~SeMcea
In the past, the potential employers aim· a.prile Rarf.A.Cir
ply took resumes and provided information Fedalal Bureau ln.; I lgi!IJn
for the students.
FeiTalgas
However, Career Services ofticiala are ~~
hopina to see a high percentage of job place- General Mom
menta resulting &om this year's Career ·Haneen~
Fair.
J.C. Pem1rJ Co, Inc. lndiiiiiPCIIII
The 1997 Fall Career Fair will be held in J.C. P8mev Co, Inc. t.Unly
the ballroom on the third floor of the Curris Kar1Ud<y State Pcice
Cente.- and will last from 10 a .m. to 2 p.m. . l.sldngtln DNillcn d Pdlce
Afterward a reception will be held from 3 to Marton Papei Coli
5 p.m. in the ballroom.
MaZIIk QJpcratlon
For more information contact Gina Win- Micheleol•'s
cheater at 3801.

P'loglafJM- Coipalalalt
f'n>.Tek Etwia11llnlal Eng., me:
FUd1lll Olairict Haallh
Raglorllll Mecbl CanafTftMI'ru.-.-n
Rldt-Qmal~ Inc.

RMir VIlli/ BlhlvlariiHealft
RSC The Qualy MallllgBn,.n Q).
~

Slk Tree Facby
Sherwln-WIIams Q).
Social Secutt ldili. . . .
SauMn Slala8
Texaslnalnlnenll
u.s.~

u.s. Nally

u.s. Secrat Servioe
U.S. Spacund Rodflt Qr1lar
Wtll. Dianey Woitd Cdage PrqJwn
Westam Scdlem Lie
XaaK

New-s
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PoliceE3eat

Helping clean-up

Sept. 25
4:10a.m. Murray Fire Department dispatched to the south side
of the Business Building on a report of a fire alarm. No fire found.
The smoke detector by the elevator malfunctioned.
11:31 p.m. Murray Fire Department dispatched to Mason Hall
on a fire alarm report. No fire found. The alarm was caused by
sprinkler valve control problem.
Sept. 26
9:45 a.m. Charles PruiH-Skees reported the theft of his red
Schwinn bike from the Clark College area.
11 :21 p.m. Fire alarm reported In Elizabeth College. No fire
found.
Sept. 27
10:12 a .m. Hit and run reported in the White College. It fs under
investigation by Public Safety.
Sept. 28
5:35 p.m. Mace sprayed on the eighth floor of Regents College.
Murray Fire Department requested to use exhaust tans to clear
the floor.

Seth Dixon/The News

jessie Harrison (center) and Tara Wilkinson watch as Rusty Carter works to remove the shattered rear glass from
Harrison's vehicle early Wednesday morning.

Bicycle accidents injure students
dent. She suffered a broken
collarbone.
Last week, Ben Brown, of
Mayfield, was injured while
riding his bike on 16th Street.
"People need to be aware of
bikers
because rve seen both
Bv jOHN K. MooRE
bike
riders
and people walkNEWS EDITOR
ing almost get hit," Schroeder
For many Murray State stu- said.
Public Safety also views the
dents, a bicycle is the chosen
bike
accidents as a problem
way to get around campus.
but
advocates
defensive driHowever, in the last couple of
cars
and bikers.
ving
for
both
months, two students have
"'We've
had
two
bicycle accibeen hit by automobiles while
dents,
and
that's
two too
riding their bikes.
said
Joe
Green,
associmany,"
Angelle Schroeder, graduate
ate
director
of
Public
Safety.
student from Benton, was rid"Anyone crossing the street
ing her bike along 12th street,
(people on bicycles or walking)
on the sidewalk in front of
McDonald's, last July, when needs to be sure of their surshe was hit by a Murray resi- roundings, because you don't
know whether a car will stop

•Bicyclists: Two students
have been injured riding
bicycles to class in the past
few months

for you or not."
Riding bicycles to classes or
around campus, provides an
easier alternative to getting to
class on time, compared to driving. However, the potential
for an accident still exists.
"I think both the University
and the Murray Ledger &
Times need to publicize this
more because it's the drivers
in the town (both students and
residents) who need to be
aware of this," Schroeder said.
While getting to classes is
often faster when riding a
bike, compared to findin:g a
parking space, Schroeder says
she's now afraid to ride.
"Even though it's easier to
ride a bike to class, rve realized how dangerous bike riding can be, since the accident,"

she said. "I do think the University needs to have more
crosswalks for pedestrians
and bikers."
Don Robertson, chairman of
the Campus Safety Committee and vice president of Student Affairs, said additional
crosswalks have been discussed in the past, along with
the possible addition of caution lights.
"Although crosswalks have
been an issue, currently we're
discussing the po13sib1e need
for bike trails and the hazard
posed to pedestrians," Robertso:Q saM. "More importantly,
we're concerned with the
skateboarders and persons on
in-line skates, and the hazard
they pose to themselves, as
well as pedestrians."

Sept. 29
12:20 p.m. Clarence Maxie of White College reported the theft
of more than $2,800 worth of jewelry. The property was
returned to his door in a plastic bag.
5:09 p.m. Smoke detector on the first floor of Richmond College malfunctioned. No fire found.
9:41 p.m. Ambulance was sent to Springer College following
report of sick student.
Sept. 30
12:09 a.m. Third floor smoke detector activated in Elizabeth
College. No fire found.
12:33 a.m. Third floor fire alarm of Springer College activated.
No fire found.
1 :58 a.m. Richard David Smith arrested by Murray Police for
rape in the third degree. He was lodged In the Calloway County
Detention Center. Murray Police Department is Investigating.
8:27 p.m. Smoke detector on third floor of Elizabeth College
activated. No fire found. Smoke blown into the the detector
caused the false alarm.
9:01 p.m. Report of clothing stolen from White College. Still
under investigation. The clothes reported later that day. Public
Safety said that it was a mix in the laundry room.
11 :23 p.m. Female student reported receiving threatening calls
at Hart College. Still under investigation.
11 :52 p.m. Report from a witness that they observed a person
throwing a bottle into the rear of a vehicle parked near Hester
College. The owner was contacted that the rear window was
shattered. Still under investigation by Public Safety.
Racer Escorts - 28
Motorist Asslsts-9
Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Jaks Burgess,
assistant news editor, from matsrials availabls to the Public Safety
office.
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Pastor. Bro. Ricky Cunningham
Collese Minillcr: Bro. Trad York

218 COli. St. Hardin, KY 42048

Phone: (502)437-4868
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Phone system problems need to be solved
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Hometown:
Louisville

At this moment Murray State University has the technology to offer
every student on campus their own
voice mail with an individual password. However, because of administrative costs students will, most likely, not reap the benefits of living in a
technologically advanced world for
quite some time.
Not only will we not advance in
our telecommunications (except of
course for Internet access) we have
fallen behind.
If you have tried to reach an outside line in evening hours recently,
you are aware of the problems with

''Lou-a-vull.''

Our\Tiew
Issue:
Murray State Telecommunications is
looking for possible solutions for
our current telephone problems.

Position:
So much emphasis has been put on
Internet access that The University
has been neglecting the expansion
of our phone systems.
busy signals. The problem stems
from the lack of outgoing lines. Currently, there are 66 local access lines
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'finance' seems to the root of all evil:
Students have no money. The University has no money to spend for
the students. It does not make any
sense.
Telecommunications is the wave of
the future, and The University is
keeping up with the current technology. But, those good old fashion
phone lines are being sorely neglected.
It is extremely rewarding that all
the students can receive e-mail from
their parents on a daily basis. However nothing can replace the sound
of their voices.

Diversity sparks
creative parties

Name: Tonya

Name: Christian

that handle the entire University
phone system. Those lines become
even more scarce if there are an
abundance of people using the Internet or calling long distance with a
carrier other than the two that the
University offers.
The situation itself has an uncomplicated solution: install more outgoing ports. That is the easy part.
According to the Telecommunications Office the difficult part is finding the finances to install the trunks
and pay the additional wages needed
for the administration.
For the students of Murray State

Candidates should offer because I never went to a debate or
heard about any forums. What's even
more than pictures
more interesting, the candidates who
To the editor;
are running, clidn't even stop in long
enough
to say hello. They just dumped
It is hard to believe that October is
off
their
posters and left. What a great
already here and the first round of
impression
they were making.
elections for the school year have
Now, Freshman Senate elections
already started. However, l must
voice my concern, for as the year have come and gone and once again, it
draws on, elections will be here again was the same thing ballot numbers,
names and photos.
before we know it.
Last spring, I got my first taste of
Personally, I don't want to see that.
"election fever" at MSU. As a Resi- I want to hear what people are taking
dence Director in Clark College I am a stand on. I want to see our presiasked to approve signs on a daily dential and vice-presidential candi·
basis. Little did I know that the flood dates (as well as our senators) take
of posters would be so great. I the time to come up with a slogan and
approved signs until my stamp pad network with people. Go to the RCC
ran out of ink, and then realized that meetings, go to the different fraternia lot of the posters had one thing in ties and sororities. visit other groups
common. Pictures. Pictures of the and organizations. Get the word out
folks running for office.
on what you're into doing for me as a
Then I started to notice that there student and my University.
After serving on two successful camwasn't anything interesting on any
paign
committees at my undergraduposter but the photos. No campaign
slogans, no points of interest, no plat- ate school (The University of North
forms. Just photos, a name and a bal- Dakota), I know that flashy posters
lot number. That waR it! I told one of and walking billboards are nice, but
my friends what my concerns were interaction with students is even betand she said, "Kelley, it is all about ter.
popularity." I laughed and said, "OK
I challenge each of you thinking
sure." But then, as tmw went on, I about running to step out o~ a ledge
started to believe her.
and visit the many groups on campus.
I kept waiting to hear nhout o. You will be remembered, and you'll be
debate, forum or s omething that glad that you did.
brought all the candidates togethet· to
tell us what their issues were. I must Kelley McClure
have missed the ad in the paper, Faribault, Minn.

If the students of Murray State
lose the security of open fraternity
parties, where will they go to socialize, to meet people or even to drink a
beer? Will they sit in their rooms
longing for a day when parties were
in a huge house or a barn or even an
annex? Will they stand outside
watching the welcomed guests enter
with ease while waiving their own
dollars begging for admission?
Probably not.
Since the beginning of the school
year people have been finding that
parties are everywhere, which is a
good thing if the fraternities ever
again pass the legislation banning
non-Greeks from parties. Even
though the Greek-only party legislation was overturned, the knowledge
of the proposal could help fuel a
growing trend toward non-Greek
parties. So far, the attendance at
open fraternity parties has not
diminished, but the number of nonGreek parties is on a steady incline.
Students are talking about block
parties, keg parties, bouse parties,
room parties, rugby parties, international parties and any other types of
parties where no one knows or cares
if the partyers are Greeks. There are
several reasons for this emergence of
people parties on campus, many
have to do with the general atmosphere.
First, when there are parties with
fewer people, there is a good chance
that if you meet someone whom you
would like to spend a bit of gettingto-know-you-time with, it could be
accomplished without being trampled by people or disturbed by a mob
of crazed dancers who just recognized their favorite song. Smaller
parties offer the advantage of being
more personal and less intimidating.
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Second, after you leave a little
gathering many of the attendants
will recognize each other the next
day. It is also possible that they will
even remember names (not altogether likely -just possible). People are
also more inclined to introduce
themselves when they are not competing with hundreds of other people
for personal attention.
The basic philosophy behind this
emergence of social g~heri~gs is
quite simple. The college is expanding, which means more students.
More students means more diversi·
ty. People who enjoy the same activities find each other and begin to
throw little get-togethers.Friends
invite friends and a group of people
who are all somehow connected
through a network of acquaintances
begin to mingle.
Soon those get-togethers expand
into parties; sometimes kegs are
involved.
Fraternity parties will continue to
dominate, until of course a new proposal is passed, but students will
always find a place to go. Furthermore, the more creative students
must be to find a place to party; the
more interesting the parties shall be.
'

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the Viewpoint Editor for The Murray State
News.

Editor requests
help from readers
Every year the students of Murray State University are challenged
with new social controversies and
continue to be divided among longstanding debates. The Op-Ed page
of The Murray State News offers on
outlet for both students and faculty
to express their concerns, opinions
and stories on almost any topic. The
News strives to give equal opportunity to all sides of any particular
issue, however this cannot be
accomplished without input from
the student body through the contribution of commentaries. If you
are interested if becoming a columnist or have ideas that you would
like to see expressed in the Op-Ed
section please call 4468.
We are also looking into the possibility of starting a readers' forum
focus group so we can get feedback
from those we are attempting to
serve - you, our readers. However,
we need you, our readers, to take
the first step.
Anyone who is interested in taking part in this process should send

Editor's
JVote
C. D.
BRADLEY

a letter to me, C.D. Bradley, at 2609
University Station, Murray, KY,
42071, or drop it off in the newsroom in 111 Wilson Hall. We will
try to get the program organized
soon, but we need your participation to make it work.
In closing, I would like to thank
you for taking the time to read The
Murray State News. I would ask
now that you take the time to better
the paper through the steps outlined above. It will improve the
paper for all of us.
O.D. Bradley is Ed;tor-in-Chief of
The Murray State News.
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Elections more work·than most know
If you have been on campus in the
last week, you may have seen several
signs around campus and in the residential halls with names of people you
do not know. All these signs have had
the same basic message: "Vote for so
and so for freshman senate". You
probably wondered, "Who are these
crazy people?" "Why are they putting
these stupid signs everywhere?"
These "stupid people" were running
for the SGA freshman senator.
The two freshman elected are the
representatives in the SGA for the
entire freshman class. This is truly a
monumental task, considering the
wide yariety of personalities and
interests of everyone in the freshman
class. There were a total of 21 people
running for these two spots. Campaigning is a must if a candidate is
going to spread t he word about rumself or herself. The task of trying to
campaign all over campus is truly a
learning experience.
I was one of those 21 freshman who
tried to convince all the other freshman to vote for him. I was involved in
several clubs in high school, including
IL, YMCA, Youth And Government
and was vice president of my high

Hall, Business a nd Public Affair s
building, Blackburn Science Hall and
the Water field Library. This quickly
<Jpiru nn
depleted my stack of signs, so I proceeded to make more color copies and
over a hundred copies of my black and
jASON BILLINGSLEY
white sign. Then, I put signs in the
rest of the residential colleges.
This was a lot of work. Many people
could care less about my work, and I
noticed several of my signs being
school Beta Club for two years. I
taken down by people who didn't even
thought I had a good chance of winknow what the signs said. Sever al of
ning. I started my campaign the weekthe other candidates' signs, especially
end of September 19. I made color the female candidates who had their
signs on my computer back home and pictures on the poster, had several
decided to make color copies here at explicit sexual references written on
Murray when I came back the next them by some males looking for someweek.
thing cool to do.
This turned out to be a big mistake.
Although this may seem fun to
When I went to CopyPlus, I was someone not running, I felt sorry for
informed that the cost of the color the candidates who had worked so
copies I desperately needed would be hard on those signs. I was personally
$1 per sheet. This is not exactly cost aggravated by some of the residential
efficient, considering the number of college policies about putting up.signs.
~igns needed to cover the entire cam- For example, I could not put up signs
pus. I bought 55 color copies and start- in the four higher floors of Hart Coled decorating campus with them. I put lege because of the no-males-withoutsigns in Regents on Monday and sev- an-escort policy. I was forced to leave
eral academic halls where freshman the signs at the desk for the RAs to
would have class, including Faculty put UPI not knowing if the signs would
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ever see the Hart bulletin boards.
Hester College was the one residential college that really made me see
red. They had a sign proudly telling
who was running from Hester. 1 went
to the desk, and I was told that the
signs would be distributed by the RAs.
When I went to look around Hester
last weekend, none of my signs were
to be found anywhere. The only signs
up were the candidates from Hester. I
complained to the front desk to no
avail. 1 was told to see the residence
director, but she was not available.
I continued my campaigning with
two different perspectives. Last Friday, I got a novel idea to promote
myself. I put on a Deion Sanders #21
jersey with several of my signs taped
on the jersey. The point to this was
that my number on the ballot was #21.
My upper torso was basically a walking #21. I also put the signs over the
Sanders name and the Cowboy logos
as not to ofiend the majority of people
who absolutely hate the Cowboys. The
Murray State News also came out that
day with my advertisement promoting
my candidacy. With these two
weapons deployed, I hoped that I
could make a good showing, if not win.

I voted on Monday, and spent Monday and early· Tuesday hoping that
other people would mark my number
on the ballot. I went to the SGA office
on Tuesday at noon to see the posted
results. only to discover that I finished
16th out of 21. I got only 10 votes,
which meant that nine people voted
for me. I appreciate not only tho~e
nine who voted for me, but the over
200 freshman who took an interest in
their. government and exercised their
right to vote.
I learned a great deal from this
experience, and I am still glad 1 tried.
It was a lot of money down the drain,
but it was worth the experience. I
hope that' in future elections, people
will still run for offices and come to
vote in the numbers on Monday. Also,
before you rip-up or deface that campaign sign, remember how much hard
work went into putting those signs all
over campus. Thanks from someon'e
who has been there and done that
here atMSU.

Jason Billingsley i~ a computer .o;cience
and electronic journalism double
major from Buncombe, Ill.

Copy editor bids

farewell with list
Mter more than a year of
graduate school I've come to
realize that maybe gainful
employment is not such a bad
thing. More accurately atated,
I've grown weary of the good
folks at Visa and Mastercard
threatening to send letterbombs to my house unless I
start malting those easy
monthly payments.
By the way, can anyone
explain how the hell I managed
to get more than $10,000 worth
of credit without holding down
a decent job?
With these and other questions in mind, 1 am prematurely ending my tenure as a copy
editor (Chief Copy Editor, mind
you) at The Murray State
News. I cannot emphasize what
a pleasure it has been despite the late hours and low
pay customary to such endea vors - to work with the variety
of characters that inhabit this
newsroom.
I came into this job thinking I
would be able to share my vast
newspaper knowledge (Yes, I
actually gave up real employment to attend graduate
school.) with a great unwashed
herd of eager young reporters.
However, I soon found that I
was learning more than I was
teaching.
Having been a reporter for a
few years in the real world (as
real as the quaint town of Marion, Ky., can be), I had developed a guarded attitude toward
anyone who tried to ~'mess"
with my stories.
As a graduate assistant and
copy editor, I found myself in
the uncomfortable position of
having to ~<mess" with other
reporters' copy without offending them. Served me right, I
suppose, for having been such a
pain in the ass when someone
tried to point out the error of
my ways in the past.
Thankfully, though, not
everyone bas such a rotten attitude about constructive criticism as I did as an undergraduate, and my experience at The
News has been a very positive
one. Many thanks to my boss
and the newspaper's adviser
•Joe Hedges for giving me the
opportunity to corrupt the
minds of our University's
. young journalists.
Also, I must express my gratitude to last year's editor-inchief and current fellow copy
editor Jonathan Oliver for
teaching me a great deal about
newswriting and how to help
others become more proficient

I
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in that craft.
My thank-you list would not
be complete without including
the name of C.D. Bradley, our
fearless editor-in-chief, who
has laughed at my perverse
takes on life and provided a
worthy foe in debates over matters of popular culture.
There are so many others I
should thank, but space prohibits. Simply stated, each and
every member of The Murray
State News has ,left me with
many fond memories.
Before I go, however, I have
one more duty.
Without further ado, I present my final Top 10 list.
The Top 10 Reasons
Chris Browning is Leaving
The Murray State News
10. Baffled by the whole its/it's
controversy.
9. Scared of C.D. because new
haircut makes him look like
"bitter beer face" guy in Keystone ads.
8. Finally remembered phone
number of truck driving school
in Omaha - now ready to say
goodbye to high bills and creditors.
7. Embarrassed that University offic1als discovered Hustler
web site listed in my computer's "cookie" file.
6. Ready to fulfill dream of eating in restaurants where workers don't ask, "Would you like
fries with that?"
5. Tired of reenacting the Burt
Reynolds' classic "Smokey and
the Bandit" every time I want
to drink a beer in Murray.
4. Positive that full wallet and
new goatee will capture the
attention of morally casual
women.
3. Busted for operating covert
Amway busmess out of the
newsroom.
2. Mistakenly thought the goal
of graduate school, like golf,
was to attain the lowest score.
1. (Drum rol1, please.) Two
words: beanie babies.

Chris Browning is n former
graduate student and Chief
Copy Editor of The Murray
State News.
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Housing should·re-evaluate priorities
It's taken me 20 years to realize that life
is all about"prioritizing. The way a person
handles situations and gets things done all
depends on what he or she considers
important.
It's taken me two semesters to realize
that the Housing Department doesn't consider anything important. There's no such
thing as an emergency when discussing
dormitory life. Granted, I have run into
several "situations" while living in my cellsized, semi-efficiency apartment, and even
though I considered them emergencies, it
was a blatant error on behalf of my better
judgement.
My first housing "situation" arose during
the peak of the cold season sometime last
February. It was my first semester living
on campus. Perhaps my expectations were
a little high, but for what equaled out to
nearly $200 a month, I wanted more than
green walls, a wooden bedframe, a broken
desk, and a stained mattress. However,
after a few large rugs and some really big
posters, the place was moder ately livable.
I had been there about a month when the
heating unit began to make "that noise". I
must refer to it as "that noise" because for
the next week, "What's 'that noise"' was
the most common question asked in my
room. Pretty soon, "that noise" turned into
"that smell." I should have had some indication at that point that something was
terribly wrong, but being the trusting soul
that I am, I assumed that at least the
important things - such as water and heat
- worked in my room. Anyway, the heat
went out.
For two weeks, I called the front desk
every day requesting that someone be sent
up to look at my heating unit. Some days,
your eyes froze shut, and some days you
couldn't bear to wear clothing. I'm sure
some of you are thinking that this would
constitute an emergency, but you are all
wrong. Remember, this is merely an example of a situation. Though I'm not quite
sure what would constitute an emergency,
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this is definitely not it. I'm sure, had it
been an emergency, the housing department would have immediately sent maintenance to fix my heater. Instead, l waited
for spring.
By the end of the semester, there were so
many things I hated about that room that
I decided to move. I put in a request for a
room change and was moved across the
hall. This semester, I have had more than
my share of situations.
First of all, the ants were pretty ill when
we decided to take over their vacation
house. They weren't aware that summer
break was over and were rather militant
about moving out. However. after much
persuasion (and a few cans of Raid), they
decided that they had partied enough and
headed home.
I had finally decided that the move was
worth it, when I woke one morning to hor~
rendous cries of grief comjng from the
bathroom. My suitemate and I are close
friends, so naturally I climbed down from
my bed and swung the door to the adjoining shower open. It took me a few seconds
to realize to the fullest extent what I was
seeing. Please take a few moments to consider that my earliest class this semester
begins as 11:30 a.m. and it was only 7 a.m.
I can barely deal with the alarm going off.
so this situation was a little much for me to
handle. I looked into the shower and saw
what appeared to be the ceiling laying in
the floor. I was sure 1 was mistaken so I
took the time to look and see if I still had a
ceili~g. I didn't. What used to be the ceiling

had fallen in and you could literally see the
pipes that were between. the top of my
bathroom and under the floor of the people
on the level above me. You couldn't get to
the toilet and you definitely couldn't get in
the shower. As a matter of fact, when ·I
tried to console my suitemate, we had to go '
out of our rooms and meet in the halL
Na~urally, the first thing we did was call
lhe front desk. The girl was sympathetic
and told us that she would put in a work
order that very second.
By 4 p.m., when I got in from all of my
classes and wanted to shower before work,
I had no doubt that it would be fixed. I
opened the door to the bathroom and much
to my dismay it was in the same shape it
had been in at 9 a.m. when I had left. I
immediately called the front desk back and
put in another work order for my ceiling t~
be replaced. They called in the order and l
left for work. When r got home a little after
midnight I was looking forward to a nice
long shower in my nice clean bathroom. 1
I
was once again disappointed and ended UJ?
1
showering in a friend's room.
By the next morning, I was ill. It had
been over 24 hours since I had showered hi
my own bathroom . 1 called down to the
front desk and asked if I could please hav~•
the number to call the work ·order in
myself. Of course, they refused to grant me
that pleasure, so I hung up and decided to
wait it out.
I
Finally. at noon on the second day of not
being able to shower, the workmen cam~
around to look at the ceiling. In another 12
hours, we could shower. After another 24
hours, we could no longer see the pipes.
They still haven't painted the ceiling, anci
they neglected to fix the leaky pipes that
caused the ceiling tQ fall down in the first
place, but hey, it's not like it was an em~r
gency.

Beth Vicllery is a sophomore criminal jus;
tice maJOr from Marion .
•:
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Xers take power
back from boomers
Now, the Gen Xers are taking power
back.
AsSOCIATl EDITOR
The media, especially movies and
television, are attempting to attract
We're young, we're hip and we're on
younger viewers and advertising marthe rise.
keters seek younger consumers.
The so-called Generation Xers AB a result, the entertainment
twentysomethings born from the infamedia has switched from a "'thirmous baby boomers - are taking the
tysomething" audience to a "'twennation by storm, and not just in the
tysomething" audience.
mini-malls, pizza joints and record
John Dillon, associate professor in
stores.
journalism and mass communications,
Today's Gen Xers are those who
said the media has produced a spendplayed with He-Man and Strawberry
ing frenzy among Gen
Shortcake 10 years
Xers.
ago and today are
"It is young
playing with bank
Born between
people
who are darfinances and stock
1965
and
1977,
ingly
willing
to spend
market figures withtheir
money
on
there are
out Mommy and
nonessential items,"
Daddy's help. And
approximately
he
said.
there's a lot of them.
45
million
Gen
Because Gen
There are approxiXers
don't
have to
Xers in the Unitmately 45 million
worry
about
family
Gen Xers today, who
ed States.
and
other
restrictive
were born between
finances until later in
1965 and 1977,
life, they can use their
although the term
money
more
recklessly.
Gen Xer often applies to college-aged
Dillon also said that while Gen Xers
students of the 1990s.
are
entering a competitive job market,
·Unlike their parents, who grew up
they
are a lso entering a market with
in the economic stability of the era folnew
jobs
never before held. These
lowing the Depression, the Gen Xers
include web casting, the Internet and
were raised in the economic recession
multi-media.
of the '80s, dining on Hamburger
"These didn't exist 20 years ago and
Helper and latch-keying it everyday
were not an industry 10 years ago," he
after school.
added.
How has being a Gen Xer affected
Jean Lorrah, professor of English,
today's adults and tomorrow's business
said her freshman composition class
leaders?
recently discussed being Gen Xers
Ronald Gulotta, assistant professor
after reading a class assignment.
of sociology, anthropology and social
BY MANDY WOLF

work, said the term "Generation X"
was conceived by baby boomers in an
effort to keep the American power
structure within themselves.
"The people doing the labeling are of
the older generation," he said. "It's a
derogatory term designed by the baby
boomers to keep them (the Xers) at
bay."
Gulotta said because the boomer
generation is the largest population 78 million in the U.S. today - the
boomers have taken corporate power
with them as they age.
"In the '60s and '70s, youth ruled,"
he said. "The baby boomers had all the
youth power. As they grow older,
though, they have taken the power to
middle-age with them."
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The general consensus of the class
was that the heroes of today'a youth

are not the heroes of their parents and
grandparents in the sense th at they do
great deeds and pave the paths of history. Rather, Gen Xers find their parents to be their role models, not
heroes.
"1 saw this before Generation X,
when I first started teaching at Murray State," Lorrah said.
Lorrah also said that the latest
batch of Gen Xers are different from
their older comrades, they're more
responsible.
"I do see in the incoming classes of
freshmen - I saw it last year and I see
it this year- more willingness to do
the day-to-day work and to come to
class," she said.

Students attempt to shake off 'slacker' generalities of youth
.

BY CHRISTINE H ALL
STAFF WRITER

Remember when your mother had
to tell you repeatedly to stop being so
lazy and go out and do something?
Today, not only are we doing this,
but we are taking over.
The June 9 issue of Time magazine,
explored the definition of Generation
X. The article labeled those kids as
"Slackers, cynics, drifters," but said
these days, more of them are becoming independent and career-oriented.
Murray State students had a variety of opinions when faced with the
question of whether Generation Xers
were the older generation's worst
nightmare, or if they really are
becoming more serious.
"'We are not slackers because I'm in
college, :;o I had to put forth some

was correct.
effort," said Brooke
Charleton, freshman
''In a way I
"We have more
from Paris, Tenn.
think it is," said
competition
Michael Blantoc,
Kerie Greideo,
junior from Troy m.
today."
freshman from
Paris, Tenn ... 1
said Generation Xers
-KERJE GREIDEO,
have it tougher then
think we are a lot
before.
more laid back and
JUNIOR FROM 'IR<>Y, ILL.
not concerned
"I think our society
about the future.
is entirely different
We are more confrom theirs and they
cerned about
have to judge us
today."
according to this society," she said "I
Billy Toombs, sophomore from Murthink we have to work harder for
what we get now."
ray, said the article has some truth.
"I think it [the article} is correct
Tonya Jenkins, senior from Paducah, said she know many people who
because things have gotten easier
are heavily involved.
over time," he said.
Amy Kiefer, senior from Perryville,
"I know students who have fullMo. says the article is right and
time jobs and and go to school and
take 12 hours," she said. " I think the wrong.
article is referring to people they
"In certain situations, it is correct,
know and not necessarily the whole."
and in other situations I don't feel it
is correct," she said. "l have seen
Two students did think tb:e article

some people who are rf.'ally lazy, even
I get lazy, but I have a lso s£>cn really
good a chievers. I can see thetr pou'lt
though "
Students also agrc>c Genc·ration
Xcrs hnvc more opportumtH~s today
tha n their parcnls did 20 yeal's ago.
"We have all kinds of opportumties," Charleton snid." We bnH bud
drille d into our heads that we can be
a nything we want to bf' "
Grc ideo said today's youth IU'C' more
competitive.
"We have more compeUtton today."
she said. "In order to be the br t, you
have lo work extra hard."
Stude nts agree the major cffe( ton
Generation X has bc<>n th~ ra t.• of
technology, and the fttcl that th£
older generations didn't hnvc the
sa me kinds of thmgs there nrc now.
"Compu ters hnv(' madt' a drastic
cha nge,'' J <'nkins said . The old£

genera tions didn't have the technology to h elt>them in doing things."
Toombs said computers are helping
this Genera tion Xers get things done
on at a faster rate then before.
"With computers, you don't have to
mess a round with typewriters or
writing down inventory because the
computer docs 1t for you," he said.
Grmdco said the older generations
are jealous of lhe technology and that
this generation is more impatient.
"We have so much more and they
thmk things come more easier to us,"
she Hmd. " We arc more on the informatton s uperhighway and want
everything to now and fast. We are
an 1mpatient generation."
Kiefer says this generation has also
had to overcome many obstacles.
"We have Lo regard all the problems
that we have like drugs and alcohol
that gets in our way," ~he said .
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Federal program simplifies student loans
•Education: Student loan payback is an able in 1996-1997, 54 percent of-those are federalissue Congress is attempting to make easter.
Bv JENNIFER fLESCHER
MEOILL NEW5 SERVIC£ (NORTHWESTERN U.)

<U-WTRE> WASHINGTON- While an estimated 50 percent of undergraduate students rely on
financial assistance to fulfill their dream of going
to college, for many the process becomes a personal administrative nightmare.
In 1996, the federal government started a program aimed at simplifying student loans. But just
one year later, applications for the Direct Loan
l'Onsolidation program arc frozen, leaving lawmakel1! and critics wondering why the Department of
Education can't keep up with its paperwork.
More than 84,000 consolidation applications
have been left in limbo by the crisis, with no hope
of resuming normal activities before Dec.l.
Departmental errors, miscalculations and antiquated computer syHtems have bet•n blamed for the
problem.
"This happened because the Department of Education is not in the position to be the biggest bank
in the world," said Rep. Bill Goodling, R-Pa.
Of the more than $55 billion in student aid avail-

ly guaranteed loans. "We ne'ed to have a loan program run by experienced professionals," Goodling
said, and that is exactly what he is proposing.
Two new bills were introduced last month on
Capitol Hill, both of which seek to reorganize student loan administration within the Department of
Education.
The Emergency Student Loan Consolidation Act
of 1997 enters into committee markup Wednesday,
and was offered as a response to the immediate
problem of students left in limbo because of the
current consolidation freeze.
For countless students, the federal Direct Loan
Program has been a major relief from the burden
and confusion of multiple lenders and accounts.
The program allows students and recent graduates
to consolidate loans into one package, with a single
monthly payment and a variety of loan duration
options.
Under the Direct Loan Program, funds move
from the government to higher education institutions and students directly, making transactions
faster and eas1er to track than multiple loans.
"Students need to have the opportunity to be as
prepared as possible when they leave college," said
Omar Waddles, president of the Career College
Association. "Consolidation provides them that
opportunity."

The emergency bill would allow immediate consolidation through the Federal Family Education
Loans (FFEL) department for one year. These
loans are processed through external banks and
creditors, but would enjoy federal interest rates
equivalent to those of the Direct Loans for one
year.
The breakdown of the administration has left
students and recent graduates in limbo until their
credit is cleared and simplified.
"The basic hardship for students is in management of funds," Waddles said. It is the students on
the bottom economic scale who are hit hardest.
"These students simply cannot afford multiple payments, and that is the margin ofn1aking or breaking it on a daily or monthly basis."
The Emergency Student Loan Consolidation Act
will cost an estimated $25 million. The money for
the measure will be cut from the administration
funds for the Direct Loan and FFEL programs.
·rd rather see the money come from somewhere
else," said Waddles.
The added burden on the already over-taxed education administration could exacerbate the department's backlog. But given the opportunity for
immediate consolidation, Waddles says the emergency measure is the only alternative. "Our priority is the students, he said.''
The second bill introduced in the House this

month calls for a n~structuring of the entire administrativtl processes of the Ujrcd Loan Administration of the Department of F.ducation. The measure
would turn the administrative functtons of the fed~
era! loan programs over to a performance-based
organization (PBOI.
Operating on pnvate sector principles, a PBO
would place a Chief Operating Officer in command
of all loan programs.
"Our goal is quality education for all, as simply
as possible. ·and as modern and efficient as possi·
ble," Goodling srud. ·we can only do that if the program is runned by cxpelicnced professionals."
The proposal would cut costs and allow the program to update its technology, Goodling said. ~'or
the time being the thousands of applications the
Direct Loan office processes nre being handled on a
computer system from the .seventies.
"The modernization will allow students to access
information about their student loans in real time,"
said Erika Adelsheimcr, legislative director t(,r the
United States Student Association. Under the current system it could take up to a month for students to have access to their accounts.
"We would like to emphasize that the PBO
should stay student focused," Adelsheimer continued. "Students are the ones who will be effected,
and they will be the uues who will be the sounding
board for the new programs."
~

Fire prevention a priority for campus
possessions and the lives of all
who
are associated with the
across campus to bring
University.
buildings up to building
Many of the buildings on camand fire prevention codes.
pus are not yet up to the current specifications of the Kentucky
Building Code and the
8v GAIL KOLLHOFF
Kentucky
Fire Prevention Code
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
because of the age of the buildThe measures Murray State ings, but measures are being
takes to ensure the safety of made to change that, according
residents goes beyond campus to Larry Anderson, assistant
security. They include a director of Environemental
detailed fire code that is Safety and Health. This year
designed to protect both the the Department of Facilities

•Safety: Work continues

JIM
St.nr•J Mutft• r~r~

"Kiss The Girls"

Management completed the sure taken by the University is
three-year project of installing an annual, campus-wide search
smoke detectors in each room of for fire hazards conducted by
the residential colleges.
the Murray Fire Department.
Anderson said the Depart- This search takes place every
ment of Facilities Management summer so that problems conis asking the Housing Depart- cerning the threat of fire can be
ment for funds to install sprin- resolved before classes begin.
kler systems in the buildings
One of the primary areas of
that are currently without such concern with MSU's fire safety
systems.
plan are fire lanes. The lanes
This measure is necessary to have a definite purpose, Andermeet the requirements of the son said. 'fhese fire lanes must
updated fire code.
be kept clear because they proAnother fire prevention mea- vide access for fire trucks to
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Seniors
Consider This
Graduating Seniors! Uncertain about
what comes next? Would you like a little
rnore time to "sort things out" before pursuing a career? The n1aster's degree can
provide the bridge between higher
education and the workplace.
Contact your departmental chair or the coordinator
of the graduate studies at 762-6464 for details on
the graduate study programs at Murray State.

..-.d:r lht c:Jr.ent ~ll'tr

•ua-. Ll:r•

u•

butldings not easily reached
otherwise.
Anderson said that blocked
fire lanes are not usually a
problem and complimented
Public Safety for their enforcement efforts. He also bragged
about the fire department, saying that their average response
time is nbout half of the state
average of four minutes.
Anderson could remember
only two instances w~n fire
was a sizable problem for the
University in recent years. The

first was the fire which
destroyt!d part of the PriceDoyle Fine Arts building in
1994. The second was n case of
a misused hot plate in a dorm
room that did substantial damage to an area of Hester College.
To further students' awareness of the danger of fires,
Anderson and a class of his
graduate students will :;et up
an information booth Oct. 6·8 in
the Curris Center as part of
National Fire Week.

w-ishes
A~A

Good LucK

w-ith
Teeter For Tots.

•
Homecoming

'97...

Cele!Jiltlre In Sryle!
"Where we mak~
shopping a
pleasurable
experience."

8
OnC'an?jJus
Fellowship available
The Ford Foundation
offers doctoral and predoctoral fellowships to
members of six minority
groups. The deadline is
Nov. 15. For information
call (202) 334-2872 or
visit their web site at
http://fellowships.nas.edu.

Art exhibit set
Two related art exhibits
are now on display in the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
in the Price-Doyle Fine
Arts building. "Bats &
Bowls" is a touring exhibition presented by the
Kentucky Art and Craft
Foundation. "Baseballs" is
the MSU Dean's Series
program. A reception for
the "Baseballs" exhibit's
artist is scheduled on Friday, Oct. I0 from 5 to 7
p.m.

Sparrowgrass
sponsors contest
Sparrowgrass Poetry
Forum is sponsoring a
poetry contest in the
Summer 1998 edition of
Voices of America. Deadline
for entries is Nov. 30.
Send entries to Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum, Dept.
LM, 609 Main St., P.O.
Box 193, Sistersville, WV
26175.

Louisville hosts
notar:y, tr.aining
Learn how to produce
mistake-free notarization
Nov. 5 at the Club Hotel
by Doubletree in
Louisville. Call (800) 3035123 for more information.

Scholarship funds
available on Internet

..
...'•"
•
~

E-Scholarships is the
first electronic application
for scholarships awards.
With this, students can
search more more than
$750 million in financial
aid. FastWEB and E-Scholarships can be located by
visiting their home page at
www.fastweb.com.

Church t o host
satellite seminar

.....

The Murray SeventhDay Adventist Church will
host an International
satellite seminar by Doug
Bachelor. Classes begin
today and continue
through Nov. I. For more
information call 735-0835
or 753-0444.
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Community groups
seek volunteers
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Murray YMCA needs
help with Parents Night.
Needline needs people
to perform data entry and
help sort stock items
from the food drive.
The Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center is
looking for people to
start some activities with
senior citizens. For more
information, call Davina
Davie at 61 17 or 3808.

Compiled by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Ufe Editor
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Communication key to relationships
BY SARAH WIGHT

Comce LIFE EouoR

You and that special person are sitt ing around watching TV and out of
nowhere he or she says something that
just floors you. As you s tare at the person that you think you know so well, you
find you rself wondering once again ,
"What was that supposed to mean?!?"
If you fi nd yourself in this situation
fairly often, don't worry, you're not
alone. For many people trying to com·
municat e and understand t he opposite
sex is more difficult t han figuring out
the tax code.
Where do these comments originate?
Why can't he or she just understand
where you a re coming from? Just for
once, why can't your significant other
listen and uctually u nderstand you?
The desire to figure out the opposite
sex is so common that books on the subject such as J ohn Gruy's "Men are from
Mars, Women are from Venus" have
become number one bestsellers. Are the
answers to your questionS lying within
the pages of these books?
If you tnke the time to read one of
these relationship books, you'll learn
that the experts don't claim that a book
will h~lp you understand one another,
the only way to do this, according to the
experts, is by communicating.
.Judith Sills, aut hor of "Excess Baggage" (Viking, 1993), says that those
who wish to have a s uccessful relationship should "take more risks in revealing your feelings, a nd be clearer in

expressing them."
So, if communication is the the key to
understanding one another and maintaining healthy relationship then the
problem is solved, right?
Wrong. Communicating and expressing what you want need and feel in a
relationship so that it can understood by
the opposite sex is not easy for most people.
Carla Farr, a psychologist certified in
marriage and family, said she encounters communication problems in some
form or another in virtually all the couples she counsels.
Lack of communication or miscommunication can be a serious threat to a
relationship, Farr said, because conflict
is not often resolved properly.
There are numerous reasons why people have trouble communicating, including upbringing and personality. However, one of the biggest barriers to communication is gender, Farr said. Males and
females just tend to view situations differently.
"When a women has a problem men
generally think 'Tell me the problem, I'll
solve it and then it will be done and over
with," Farr said. "Women want to discuss the problem and want to get supportive feedback but not necessarily a
solution. If men can't solve the problem
then they think there's no point in discussing it. A woman doesn't want it
solved for her, she just wants someone
to be interested and show concern."
However, there is hope for improvement in communication between males

"

and females, Farr said.
One of the basic keys to improving
communication is learning how to be a
good listener. In "How to Communicate"
(MJF Books, 1993) the authors McKay,
Davis and Fanning say that the steps to
being a good listener are listening with
empathy, openness and awareness, trying to paraphrase and clarify what the
other person is saying to make sure the
situation is understood, and in a
n o n -

judgmen- ....._
t a 1
express
what they think about the situation.
Another key to effective communication in
relationships is trying to deal with
conflict in a productive way.
"You can agree to disagree," Farr
said. "If both are willing to accept that,
then that's fine. You don't have to win.
You're entitled to different opinions."
Additional methods of improving
communication suggested by Farr
include: using "I" statements instead of
"You," not bringing up old issues, setting aside time for communication and
limiting time on each issue, focusing on
the issue, not playing games, avoiding
physical conflict, and not giving ultimatums.

Photos by Danny Vowell
Working through these communication gaps can sometimes seem tedious
and maybe even hopeless, but the
rewards from the resuiLing relationships can be long-lasting happiness.

What they say and what it rneans
To help unde rstand the opposite sex a little better we aske d four males and four females what the y would do in
five situations t hat are typical for most stude nts. The pa ne lists were: Mike, senior from Iowa; Scott, sophomore
from She lbyville; Ryan , junior from Owensbo ro; T hom as, senior from Louisville; Mandy, junior from Owensboro;
W e ndy, freshman from Ohio; Kim , se nior from He nde rson; and Me lissa, sopho more from Brandenburg.

Ql: You met someone at a party,

things didn't work out. But we just didn't
really hit it off.'"
Thomas- "I would say, 'I had a good time.
I'll talk to you soon.' I'd be nice.''
Ryan - "I say, 'I'll talk to you later,' and
leave it at that."

and you really like th e m, and
you want to call them or t o h ave
them call you, b u t you don't
want to seem too anxious.
She says:
He says:
Scott - "I'd just tell her that I liked her
and see if we can go out and get to know
each other better. Usually if I give my
number out, I ask if they are going to
call. I don't give it out to anyone. If it's
longer than two days, then they've had
enough time."
Mike - "I ask them what they're doing
during the week. If they're free, I'd ask
them if they wanted to do something simple like go get a taco or see a movie or
something."
Thomas - "I'd call them in about a day.
But of course you can't call more than two
times if she doesn't call you back."
Ryan - "I'd find out her whole name,
where she lived and if we had any friends
in common. Then I'd try to go through
those channels. If I was interested, I'd call
between three days and a week."

She says:
Melissa - "I probably wouldn't (call); I
would just let it go. I'm shy like
that."
Wendy- "If 1 have

a
mutual
friend, I'd have
them s lip him my phone
number."
Kim - "If I really wanted to talk to
him, I'd say, 'Hey, I'd like to call you
sometime or give him my number, and
if he wants to call me then its a no pressure thing."

Q2: What do you say at t h e end
of a first date th at really didn't
go well?
He says:
Mike- "!fit went really bad I would say, '1
had fun, but I'm not interested. Sorry

Q4: Your girlfrien d/boyfriend
just spent hours s h o pping for
an outfit for when they go to
meet your p a r ents. Your
boyfriend/gir lfde nd finds an
outfit they love, a nd. you think
it's awful. When h e/she asks
your opinion wh at do you say?
He says:

Melissa - "If he acted like he wanted to go
out again I'd say, 'I'm not sure. I'd have to
see what's going on.' And then everytime
he'd call I'd have plans. I wouldn't be rude
Scott • "I'd tell her that if she likes it,
about it, though."
Wendy - "Thanks. I had a great time, but that 's up to her. I don~t want her to wear
something's not clicking. I think we should something that makes her uncomfortable,
but if she likes it, I'll let her wear it.''
be friends."
Kim - "I'd probably say, 'I had a good time, Mike - "I lt!ll her 'I love it."'
but I'm not s ure I want to pursue a rela- Thomas - "l would tell her 'I like it.'
tionship other than friendship.' Usually I would lie."
leave them hanging, which gets me in trou- Ryan- "That's obvious, l wouldn't say nnyble sometimes.''
thing. If you said you didn't. like it , she
Mandy - "I'd tell him I had a great time. would be mad."
But if he ever tried to call, I'd say I already She says:
had plans."
Wendy - ''I'd say t;omcthing like 'That's
good, but I don't think that shirt will go
Q3: You 've been dating some- with those pants' and help him pick something out because I'd want him to look
one for awhile. They're nice, but good. I wouldn't want him to look stupid in
you j u st don't think .i t's front of my parents."
working ou t, and you Kim- "I'd probably tell him that he might
really want to want to wear something different in front
of my parents. You want to be honest but
get out of it.
not hurt his feelings."

He says:

Scott - "I'd just tell her
that I don't feel comfortable in
relationship and that we should
s pend some time apart."
Mike - "I would pull the trick all women
do: 'I need my space."'
Ryan - "You can either bring it up and be
s traight with her, or you can just not call
her anymore - but from personal experience that's not the way to go."

S h e says:
Melissa - "I would probably do something
stupid instead of doing what's best for both
of us and breaking it off, and then we'd
hate each other forever."
Wendy - bl'd be honest. I'd tell him that
something's not right about the relation·
ship and that we need some time apar t."
Mandy - "I'd make up a fight. I'd find some
excuse out of it. I would try to turn it
around.''

Q5: As your leavin g t o pick up
the person you've been seeing,
your ex calls. \Vhen your new
girlfriend/boy friend a s ks why
you were late, what do you say?
He says:
Scott- "I'd tell her. Hopefully she already
knows that I've been in n relationship
before. I'd let her know that I was out of
that relationship and into a new one and
that one's over."
Thomas • "I'd tell her. If she's a good girl,
she'll understand that you want to be wit h
her or that you wouldn't be."

She says:
Kim -"I'd probably tell him the truth . If
you're up front from the beginning with
him then he has nothing to su~pect Inter
on.''
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Carey's style stale, Floyd timeless
Mariah Carey
B utterfly

poor.
Butterfly: C·

Music /?euiezo
Gn.•g Stark

Mariah Carey. She's pretty
to look at, but her music isn't
as beautiful to listen to. The
tracks on this album, much
like many Carey hits in the
past, are very overproduced.
The backing vocals on the title
track sound like the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir on laxatives
Each track on this album is
very lengthy (The shortest
track "Fly Away (Butterfly
Reprise)" is 3:49).
One strong point of the
album is the track ''My All."
This ballad is actually a sim·
ple song with a few instru·
ments backing her lead vocal.
If more of the album had songs
like this, then it would deserve
a better grade.
The

JJ()IlJ)J~ItiJI~I~

This isn't much different
from many Carey albums or
singles of the past. Most of the
tracks do not differ in originality. Each song seemingly had
the same instrumental introduction.
Although this album will
most likely do well commer·
cially, her art is being sacrificed for what she may be really trying to sell (look at the
album cover the next time you
are in Wal-Mart). If she made
her nrt more simple, instead of
making overproduced music,
more copies would fly off the
shelves, because her music
would actually be good, but.. .'
Overall, the album's music is

Pink Floyd
Dark Side of the Moon

WeekAb(!ad
Friday, Oct. 3

This album is the only
album that my parents and I
have in common. Find a copy
at your local music store and
buy it, now. You won't be disappointed.

-Gravure Day: Speakers from printing Industry will be speaking,
sponsored by graphic arts technology and printing management, 8
to 11:30 a.m. at the Freed Curd Auditorium
•Play: ''Home," 7:30 p.m. in the Robert E Johnson Theater
•Meeting: GAT Industry Advisory Board, 1 p.m. in Room 102C of
the Applied Science Building
•Movie: The Story of Qiu Ju, 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on the th1rd floor of the Curris Center

Da rk S ide of th e Moon: A
This classic album has
enjoyed a renaissance lately,
as it has been tied to the plot
of the Wizard of Oz. Apparently the album will go along with
the movie as you play it. You
must cue the album at the
third lion's roar of the movie.
When listening to the album,
it helps to be inside of Floyd·
frontman Roger Water's mind .
Many overdubs were made on
the album. Popular jukebox
hits such as "Time" and
"Money" make this album a
must buy ... if you haven't got
it already.
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Saturday, Oct. 4

Top Five COs of the week

•Play: •Home," 7 p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson Theater
•Band Festival: Festival of Champions marching band contest, all
day at Stewart Stadium. Finals begin at 7 p.m.
•Movie: The Story of Qiu Ju, 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center The·
ater on the third floor of the Curris Center

I. Rolllna Stones .. 8rfdps to
Sobylon

1. Adam Sandler • Whot's
Your Name
l . Brother Lynch Huna •

l.aaded
4. Elton John · (slnafe)
' 'Somethlna About the
Way You Look Toniaht"'
S. Portbhead • Portlshead

Sunday, Oct. 5
•Bible Study: 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus
House
•Meeting: lutheran Student Fellowship, 5:30 p.m. at the Immanuel
lutheran Church

Soles Information supplied by Terropin
Stotlon.

Monday, Oct. 6
•All Campus Bible Study: 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union
•Breakfast Club: Elizabeth College, 7:30 a.m . in the Winslow
Cafeteria

''

Tuesday, Oct. 7
•Meeting: Pi Sigma Alpha, political science honor society, 4:30
p.m. in Room 153 of the Business Building
•Meeting: Anthropology/Archaeology Club, nominations and elec·
tions of officers, 3:30p.m . in Room 300 of Ordway Hall
•Meeting: Foreign Language Club, open to anyone interested In
foreign languages, 3:30 p.m. in Room 407 of Faculty Hall

Wednesday, Oct. 8
•Worship: 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus
House
•Ask-A-Nurse: 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Rocking Chair Lounge
on the second floor of the Curris Center
•BSU Buffet: $1, 12:20 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union
•Free Lunch: Methodist Campus Center lunch from H a.m. to 1
p.m. donations accepted
•Free Dinner: 5 p.m. at the Newman House, on the comer across
from White College Parking Lot

Thursday, Oct. 9
•Homecoming Queen Electlona: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. In the
Curris Center Dance Lounge
•TNT-Creative Worship: 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union
•Reading: James Still, Kentucky author, and Randy Wilson, musician, will present "River of Earth In Song and Story" based on Stil·
l's novel about life in the Appalachian region , 7:30p.m. In the main
reading room of the Pogue library.

St1ck World Rule #117:·
Be loud. Get noticed.

'Well, looks like the end of summer's coming."

ALL CHECK LANES

~OPE

Monday-Friday
4PMto

CAGLE
FRYER BREAST
-aoN&IISII.. Ul. . .c:

BONELESS

__

HAM
,.._
BRYAN HICKORY CREST

7P~

KROGER
APPLE JUICE

KROGER
PAPER TOWELS

From eonc.ntrlte

57 Sq. FL 85 2..Piy Sheets

. . ~ $199

Slngle Rollt

$1~1

$7.88

lb.

GORTON'S
FISH FILLETS

ST. LOUIS
STYLE RIBS

COUNTRY CLUB
ICE CREAM

CAMPBELL'S
TOMATO SOUP

- . F - YOGUIIT

~

~tre

ENGLISH
ROAST

......

BIG K
SOFT
DRINKS
.._,.,_.

U.S.D.A.C-Groll!l.. -

• $117

:·s i78- 2:~1 :rr

LYKII

BACON

KROGER

FLOUR

KROGER

TUNA

KROGER

DETRRQENT

3
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;
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:
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Students find fraternity helpful

On Guard

BY KRISTIN HILL
(ONT1U8UT1NC W I ITEI

Seth Dixon/The News

jonathan Worful, ju nior radio and television m ajor fro m Murray, learns the fundamen·
tals of foil handling in the basic fencing class that m eets in the Carr Health Building.

English Student Organization has new
adviser, new possibilities for future
BY T IFFANY jACKSON
(ONTli8UTINC WIIITU

Organizations - they play a
vital role in getting the complete University experience.
They serve as a tool for bringing together persons that
share the same interests, making students aware of one
another, and in the process,
sometimes foster life-long
friendships and memories.
These are a few of the basic
ideas responsible for fueling
the excitement behind the
English Student Organization.
However, the organization is
hoping to make this year one ·
of increased and chango, said
ESO's newest adviser Marg- •

eret Hostetler.
Hostetler said she is looking
forward to, "reviving" the ESO
-an organization she believes
has "endless possibilities."
In the past, the ESO has
sponsored activities ranging
from camping trips to LBL to
having Shakespeare parties,
said the organization's other
faculty adviser Squire Bab-

cock.
This year ESO will pursue
activities that are more literary in tone. A few examples of
these suggestions are: poetry
dinners, poetry contests, reading groups and possibly a
newsletter.
"It is nearly impossible for
students in a discipline to

have contact with one another
unless you have a central
organized group like this ... a
social unit where students can
just get to know one another
and 'hang out' with people who
share the same interests,"
Babcock said.
Although the ESO has
already had its first meeting,
it is not too late to become
part of this organization. This
organization is not exclusively
for English majors and minors.
"Anytime you get to read fun
books, to talk about it and
what it means to be a person,
to express yourself and what
it's like to live in this world,
that's what it's a ll about,"
Hostetler said.

Pot '0 Gold
Variety & Pawn
1306 S. 12th St.
Murray

415 N. Market St.
Paris

(502) 767·9113

Its name is a series of Greek letters, they
re fer to one another as "brothers" and acknowledge the idea of "brotherhood" and have just
completed events under the title of "rush."
However , it isn't a social fraternity. It's Alpha
Kappa Psi, Murray State's professional busi9ess fraternity, which held its annual rush
Sept. 15-21.
According to Alpha Kappa Psi's rush director
Shannon Williams, all persons wishing to rush
must be a business major or minor and must
have completed a minimum of 12 credit hours,
with a GPA of at least 2.0.
Williams, senior from Erlanger, said that out
of the 25 students interested in rushing from
the first day, 23 were eligible.
There is a minimum of eight professional
meetings per school year, in a ddition to the
weekly chapter meetings. This is when speakers, including company executives, come into
talk to the group. They a lso have seminars on
such ideas as the proper way to dress and act
during an interview.
"People graduate from college saying 'I wish I
would h ave know that,' " said Collins, a finance
major. "We try to prevent people in our group
from saying that. We try to get our feet wet, so
we're not naive when we go out ther e (in the

real world)."
Being a local chapter of a nationa l organization means there are things that are uniform
among the different chapters, even though the
attitude and events may vary from school to
school.
One of the uniformities is a point system.
Based on such projects as community service,
speakers, conferences and papers written,
Alpha Ka ppa Psi can receive points from the
national headquarters, according to Williams,
who has a n adver tising major with a minor in
marketing. At the end of the year, the headquarters recognizes the chapters and their
point accumula tion.
Williams said t hat everyone benefits from the
activities and from being a part of the organization. "Nothing hurts, everything helps,"
Williams said. "Among the members and alumni of Alpha Kappa Psi, there is a lot of networking going on in the community an d the business world as a whole."
The benefits go past introduction to the business world and preparation for graduation to
helping each other get through classes.
"We'll be talking at meetings or gatherings
and realize, 'Hey, I had that class.' or 'I have
th at test, too,'" Collins said ...We help each
other survive college, not only academically,
but also socially."

Mental institution serves as 'Home' for
University actors in upcoming weekends
Bv KlamN Hill

~Winlt

Imagine learning the interactions of five
patients in a mmtal inatituti<m. Think of
wa,tcb,ing them become ~uainted with one
another. In ~e," a play by David Storey,
the audience, has such an opportunity.
The p.y, which opens to~ht at 7:30 in the
Robert E. Johnson Theater, features a storyline told through the perspective of the
patient& and revolves primarily around them
learning from each other.
The five patients are played by orne Drury,
AJ. Triano, Tim Vaughn, Anne Gardner and
Hattie Whelan. "Home" is directed by Mark
Malinauskas, professor in t he department of
speeCh, communication and theater and honors~.

The prod.uction offers a mixture of emotionS,

which David Balthrop, assistant professor in
the theater department, described as "quirky,
at timea serious, also at times very funny."
Triano said it is important for the audience
key on the play's characters.
"There's not an emphasis on the text, but on
the interactions of the characters," he s aid.
"The audience bas to pay attention to the oddities."
He ·ad~ "There's something that's not
quite right with the characters. Look and listen for that and it will be an eJ\ioyable experience."
"Home" Will be performed again Sa turday at
7 p.m., and the following week on Oct. 9-11 at
7 p.m.
Admission is free to Murray State students
who present their ID and $5 for faculty and
staff membel'S. To make reserva tions. call
4421.

McNUTT INSURANCE WOULD LIKE TO
WELCOME BACK MURRAY STATE STUDENTS
We olfer low auto insurance rates and friendly service.
Located conveniently on the West side of
the Court Square, 118 S. 5th St.
· 75~·4451 ·Toll Free {888) 954·4250

Goooo Racers!
Professional P.A. and sound reinforcement equipment

SHIELD

Mark your calendar

All college, school and church events welcome

COME SHOP WITH US!

for these important
SHIELD dates:
-AU organization picture contracts are due in the SHIELD office by
4 p.m., Monday, Oct. 6. Pictures will be held Oct. 15 & 16 only.
-Undergraduate and senior pictures will be taken Oct. 15, 16, & 17.
Seniors must make an appointment by calling 762-4495.
Times: Noon-3 p.m. Oct. 15; 9 a.m.-12:15 p.m. & 1:45-3:30 p.m.
Oct. 16; and 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Oct. 17.
-The last day to order a 1998 SHIELD has been moved to
Monday, Oct. 27 by 4 p.m .

.

SHIELD office hours:
Monday,: 10:30 a.m.-4:30p.m.
Thesday: 10 a.m.-4:15p.m.
Wednesday: 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. & 2:45 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday: 9:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Friday: 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
For more information call 762-4495
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Racers
victorious
at MTSU

SportsBrief~~
Football heads to
Martin Saturday
After last Saturday's victory over Middle Tennessee, the Murray State
football team will try to
improve its OVC and
overall record when it
plays UT-Martin Saturday
at 7 p.m.

•Football: Anthony Downs did a really good job with it.

Volleyball squad
faces OVC foe
The Murray State volleyball team will try to gain an
upper hand in the conference race as it hosts
defending champion Eastern Illinois Saturday at 2
p.m. The team takes to the
road for matches at Austin
Peay Monday at 7 p.m. and
Middle Tennessee Thursday at 7 p.m.

Cross co untry
heads t o SIU
The Racer cross country
team will look to attain
another top finish as they
participate in a competition at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale
Saturday.

Ole Miss next up
for women's golf
After finishing second in
the Hilltopper/Racer Classic at Miller Memorial Golf
Course Monday, the Murray State women's golf
team hopes to continue its
high finishes at the University of Mississippi's Lady
Rebel Intercollegiate Saturday and Sunday at
Oxford.

Women's t ennis
heads to MTSU
The Murray State women's tennis team heads to
Murfreesboro, Tenn. Saturday to compete in the
Middle Tennessee State
Invitational.

SpotL~gbt
Antho ny Downs,
Mikki Mcl ea r y
Anthony Downs and
Mikki Mcleary are in t his
week•s Racer Spotlight.
Downs, senior running
back from Greenville, S.C.,
ran for four touchdowns
and 151 yards in the Racers' victory over Middle
Tennessee at Murfreesboro Saturday night.
Mcleary, senior from
South Fulton, Tenn., was
the overall low scorer at
the Hilltopper/Racer Classic, shooting a total of 7277 - 149 winning the individual division by five
strokes.

Racer football
The Racers lead the
overall series against UTMartin 23-9-1. Murray has
won the last four meetings, with UT-Martin's last
win coming in 1992.
Source: MSU Sports Information
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He added, "He ran really well
rushed for 151 yards and
between tackles. He really did
four touchd&wns in the s;~. lunchpail~type effort on his
Racers' OVC win at Middle part. He had some really good
Tennessee, which puts runs, some big runs when we
them 3-2 overall this sea- really needed them. I thought
it was a thing of beauty. I like
son.
that."

Seth Dixon/The News
C handra Brashers, senior outside hitter from Washington. Ill., returns a serve In the Racers' vic·
tory over Tennessee State Tuesday night. It marks the Racers first home victory ofthe season.

Racers take TSU
•Volleyball: A balanced
attack ofplayers helped the
volleyball team obtain an
OVC victory over Tennessee
State Tuesday.
BY JASON YATES
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State volleyball
team continued to struggle
with injuries this week, but
with a strong team effort
snapped its four-game losing
streak Tuesday night defeating
Tennessee State 15-13, 15-8.
15-11 for the first home victory
of the season.
Kristi Hoffman, senior setter
from Dexter, Mo., suffered a
broken finger which forced her
to sit out last week's action.
Interim head coach Sarah
Dearworth said she is not sure
when Hoffman will return to
the court.
Hoffman is the latest Racer
to suffer an injury this year.
Middle
hitter
Stephanie
Diebold continues to recover
from off season shoulder
surgery and Chandra Brashers
missed action earlier this yeru·
with a groin injury.

Dearworlh said the team Sophomores Rachel Kulp and
struggled early to imd a com- Liz Hettmann provided solid
fort zone without Hoffman, the performances with eight and
team's starting setter for the six kills, respectively.
past four years, but is beginDearworth underlined the
ning to feel more comfortable.. importance of getting the bench
"We were having trouble set- involved and having them play
, ting the tempo early, but it is well during a match.
starting to happen now," she
"The most exciting time is
said.
when our entire team can beat
Mica Wojinski, sophomore an opponent," Dearworth said.
from Austin, Texas, replaced "They have been waiting for the
Hoffman and is now running opportunity and they proved
the team's show from the setter themselves."
position.
MSU now focuses its atten''lt is unfortunate that Kristi tion on the Eastern Illinois
got hurt," Wojinski said. "How- Panthers who will invade
ever, I know that I have got to Cutchin Fieldhouse tomorrow
step in and do my job."
at 2 p.m. The Panthers, who
MSU jumped on Tennessee were predicted to finish first in
State early and never let the the Ohio Valley Conference this
Tigers get off the ground taking season, defeated the Racers
the first game 15-13. Melissa three times last season includDeRan, Chandra Brashers and ing in the semifinals of the
Krista Shumard paced the Rac- OVC tournament.
Despite the fact that Eastern
ers' balanced attack with four
kills apiece in the first game.
lllinois has suffered two early
Game two and three saw season OVC setbacks, DearDearwort.h look to her bench for worth knows that the match
production, and the bench will be hotly contested.
"The girls are looking foranswered the caU.
Senior Jill Kennedy headed ward to playing against them
the charge leading the team since they beat us three times
with 10 kills, a .585 hitting per- last year," she said. "It will be a
centage and three service aces. big accomplishment to pull off."

•Women's Rugby: The Murray State women~

Women's
.
rugby
loses to
Western

rugby club team fell to Western's women 8
rugby club team 20-0, lowering its record to 0-

2.
By

KAREN RAHLFS

CONTIIIIUTING WRITER

The women's rugby clu~ team is 0-2 after losing to
Western Kentucky University Sept. 20. WKU won
20-0.
A flanker for MSU. Anna Parker ~aid thatMSUhad
good defense.
"The only way they scored was when they got tackled," she said. "They never ran for it. We kept pushing them back."
The team's next game is in Nashville Saturday at 1
p.m. against Vanderbilt.

Starting quarterback Dan
Loyd
a.n d the offensive unit as
B Y G REG STARK
a whole improved as well,
SPORTS EDITOR
Johnson said.
Injuries almost became the
"The offenae became pretty
Racers greatest opponent Sat- productive," he said. "I thought
urday night, but Murray State Dan played his best game of
prevailed over the bruises and the year. AB our intentions
Middle Tennessee 35-17 at were going into the game, we
Murfreesboro.
wanted to simplify a little bit
Starting center Brian Cox for him and take some of the
went down with an injury after gray area out of it, make some
a freak accident in pregame of those decisions a little more
warmups. The injury worried black and white. We felt like
Racer head coach Denver John- we could take more of the menson.
tal gymnastics out of it for him,
"1 was very concerned when but his mechanics and throwwe lost Brian Cox in the ing motion would hold up a litpregame warmups, maybe our tle bit better and in fact it did,
best offensive lineman. and cer- so we were pleased with the
tainly one of our most produc- results that we saw there."
tive players," he said. "It was
The health of Cox is a big
one of those freak deals, every concern to Johnson.
"Knowing how bad Brian is,
once in a while you'll see that
happen. Anytime you walk out obviously he1l miss the game
on the turf, you start doing Saturday, but hopefully we'll
anything. you have a chance to get him back," he said. "That
get twisted up."
was a big sinking spell. I was
Second-string center Adam very concerned at that point in
Blalock then took the starting time. You could sense our footchores from Cox, but he was ball team, in particular, the
felled with a foot injury soon offensive football team really
into the game, giving the snap- bogged down. I was very conping honors to backup tackle cerned at how we'd come out
Jason Williams.
·
and play."
Johnson said his team reactJohnson felt the Racers put
ed well to the lineup changes.
in a solid overall performance.
"We got them back in the
"1 thought our kids stayed
dressing room, and tried to get pretty focused," be said. "I
them refocused, and I think knew our kids would play bard.
they responded very well to They play hard every game,
that," Johnson said. "Adam we're beginning to play a little
Blalock steps up and plays bit better. The defensive team
extremely well. He may now played well. We gave up the
have a broken foot. We have one big pass there, but I
two centers and we lose both of thought they came back and
them. We created one on the responded to that pretty good."
sidelines out of Jason Williams.
Although the Racers are ridI'm really proud of the way that ing a two-game winning streak,
kid stepped up and responded." injuries will be a factor over the
While injuries hobbled the next few weeks.
center position, the play of run"We're a beat-up football
ning back Anthony Downs did team right ~ow," he said. "I
not hinder the Racers. Downs don't know if we have a healthy ,
ran for 151 yards and four pair of ankles on the team. It
touchdowns, including scored seems like everybody we have
the final two touchdowns of the has at least one bum ankle or a
game which helped the Racers knee or a shoulder or someextend the slender 17-14 lead thing else."
they held at the end of the third
He added, "We're really beat
quarter.
up. When you play five tough,
"I don't know if I could say physical football games in a
enough about Anthony Downs," row that's going to happen to
,Johnson said. "I thought he you and it has happened to us.
really did a spartan's job in the We're pretty scuffed up right
game. I think he got the ball 34 now and we have three more
times. He carried the ball and before we get a break."

Playoffs losing luster; Tiger disappointing
Here is a little quiz for all you
sports fans out there. What
major sporting event began
Tuesday?
If you answered the Major
League Baseball playoffs pat
jASON
yourself on the back and see if
YATES
you can answer part two of the
question for bonus points.
What teams are playing each
other in the first round?
OnJy the die-bard baseball of the World Series. I read the
fan probably answered both baseball magazines, watched
quest10ns correctly. Do you baseball talk shows and collectknow why not many people ed baseball cards. I really hated
could have ans\vered the ques- thai.. cardboard flavored gum
tions? This solution is much that came in the packs.
I had hours of conversations
simpler - nobody cares about
wilh
my friends about stats and
baseball anymore.
key
nspects
of baseball games.
About eight years ago I folBaseball
was
part of my life I
lowed basebal1 religiously from
enjoyed
immensely.
epening day until the last pitch

Sports
Talk

Then came the free agent Mark McGwire and Ken Griffey
squabbling, the rise in ticket Jr. assault on Roger Maris'
prices and the last straw, the home run record. However, if
baseball is not careful the great
baseball strike.
I will admit that I still occa- American pastime will be past
sionally watch baseball, but my its time.
interest has waned. Tuesday
night I opted to watch CNN Ryder Cup woes
Headline News over the CleveCan anyone explain to me
land Indians versus New York what happened to America's
Yankees playoff game. For any- Ryder Cup team last weekend?
one who knows me, that illusThis was the year we were
trates how bad it has gotten.
suppose to bring the cup back
When 1 do decide to chat to the U.S., but the Europeans
about baseba1l, I cannot find upset the talented American
anyone who considers baseball golf squad 14 1/2 to 13 1/2
worth more than 36 seconds of points.
their life to discuss the topic.
Even worse, the trio of AmerThere are still many stories icans that have won majors this
in baseball that are worth fol- year, Tiger Woods, Justin
lowing such as Cal Ripken's Leonard and Davis Love III
continued excellence or the combined to go a pitiful 1·9·3

l

during the competition.
Possibly the low point of the
entire competition was when
Superman
himself, Tiger
Woods, putted, I repeat putted.
the ball into the water. This is
suppose to be the greatest
golfer ever , not some overweight weekend hacker who
thinks walking 10 yards from a
golf cart to his ball is too much
exercise.
It seems to me that the media
over -hyped this group of American golfers. Maybe in two
years, the European golfers will
get the respect they rightfully
deserve. They at least have
Tiger Woods and the gang's
respect.
Jason Yates is a staff writer for
'l'he Murray State News.
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Lady netters do well at St. Louis tourney
•Women's tennis: In their second match Western Kentucky, Drake. St. Louis University, man and Zimmer and Brooks and Hite led the with great mental toughness, we are getting
of the year, the MSU women's tennis team
made a strong showing.
BY EDDIE GRANT
AS!iiSTANT SPORTS EOITOR

Members of the Murray Sta te women's tennis
team came home from St. Louis with their heads
·held high. The Lady Racers held their own
against competitors from Northern Illinois,

Southeast Missouri, Iowa State and the Univerr:;ity of lllinois-Chicago.
Juliana Hite was one of the brighter spots for
the Lndy Racers in singles competition, winning
three of her four matches. Martha Zimmer,
Brooke Berryman and Nina Sartz-Knudsen all
went 2-2. Also, Angela Brooks and Kelly Ryder
went 2-1. Amy Gemmill, Nancy Norstrom, and
Nic.hole Petrie went 1-2.
In doubles competition, lhe teams of Berry-

Lady Racers, winning three of their four matches. Next came the pairings of Petrie-Gemmill,
and Norstrom-Sartz-Knudsen, who split 2-2.
The final pair of Kelly Ryder, and Sara Morenc
was winless.
Head coach Connie Keasling said the mental
aspects of the game seem to be holding the Lady
Racers back.
"Against opponents who are talented we can
win," Keasling said. ''But against opponents

beat.
Keasling also said that a few of her players
aren't in top phyisical form. which also contributes to a weaker mental game.
The women's team returns to competition Sunday with a trip to Cookeville, Tenn., for the Ten·
nessee Tech Tournament. In this tournament,
they will face teams from East Tennesee State,
Appalchian State, Eastern Kentucky, and the
University of Tennessee-Chatanooga.

Cross country places high at Homecoming golf tourney set
Vanderbilt, Southern Indiana

p.m. The entry · fee is $60 per person and
includes
a Cross Creek golf shirt ($50 value),
Reservations are now being accepted for the
cart
rental
and green fees. Prizes will be
1997 Homecoming Golf Tournament, Univeraiawarded
to
the
winning team in each of these
ty officials annowtced Tuesday. Thia years
four
categories:
men, women, seniors and
tournament, at MSU's Francis E. Miller Golf
mixed.
Course, will tee off on Friday, Oct. 10.
Tee times may be made bY calling Carolyn
Tee times for the four-person acramble may
Par\er
at 762-2238.
'
be made from either 8-10 a.m. or 12:30-2:30
STAFF REPORT

.'cross country: Different sion.
players led the cross cowztry team to high finishes in
the last two meets, includ~ ing a first-place finish.
i
I

I

: BY GREG STARK

.,i

SPoRTS EDIJOI

I

' The men's and women's divi•sions of the cross country t eam
: stayed consistent as they cap•tured top 10 finishes at the
:Commodore Cross Country
' Classic at Vanderbilt Universi~ ty in Nashville Sept. 21.
; Jason McKinney was the top
j finisher for the Racers in the
!men's division, finishing ninlh
'overall. MSU finished sixth out
lof 15 teams, compiling 143
ipoints overall in the event tha t
,was won by Eastern Kent~cky.
Rebekah Christman's 12th·
place finish was the best for the
l;ady Racers, who collected 225
points and finished seventh out
ot 20 teams. The University of
AJabama won the women's diviI

A facto r t hnt prevented the
men from finishing higher,
according to head coach Bob
Doty, was an injury to runner
Brum Palmer. Palmer had been
a st:mclout fo r the Haccrs during the first two weeks. However, Palml'r hurt his ankle in
nne of the t>vcnts at the Commodot·c meet. Doty said that if
Palmer had been a ble to finish,
then the Racers would have finished in the top five.
"l f he had been up there with
McKinney, we would have finishf'd third or fiJurth," he said.
Doty said he believed that his
team still has some catching up
to do against fe llow OVC opponents.
"Th1s was a killer meet," he
said. "We wanted to see where
we were at l.'ompared with the
OVC teams. Eastern rmd Morehead arc still ahead of us."
Lost Sunday, t.he men found
success at Southern Indiana,
winning their division, while
the women ca me in second

behind Vanderbilt. Palmer led
the charge for the men, finishing third overall, and Erica
Phelps finished third overall
for the women.
Doty believes that the team is
gradually improving.
''They're running well, we've
got some girls that are injured,"
he said. "The kids picked up
where they left off, and their
times keep improving. It seems
like they do better each time."
The cross country team will
now hone their skills at the
SIU Invitational Saturday.
Doty thinks the team will be in
for a rough road ahead for this
competition.
"There are probably four or
five teams that are a little better than us at SIU," he said.
"We haven't seen the teams at
SIU so that will give us a
chance to see where we stand."
To prepare for SIU, Doty is
having his team cool off.
"Basically, we are backing off
this week to freshen up the legs
for the weekend," he said.

Rifle wins first match
•Rifle: Marra Hastings led
the rifle team to victory in
its first match of the year
at Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range.
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
CoNTRIBUTING WRITER

The MSU rifle team started
its season at home versus UTMartin last weekend. Both
squads performed well in earning a split-squad victory over
the UT-Martin Skyhawks at
MSU's Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range.
Sophomore Marra Hastings
was the top performer for the

rifle team. Hastings took high
score honors in both the smallbore and air rifle competions.
Hastings scored 1164 points in
the smallbore and 386 in the
air rifle for a total of 1550
points. That score led the MSU
Gold team, which finished with
a total of 6093 points.
The MSU blue team also had
a solid match, scoring 5870.
Martin could not keep up the
pace of the MSU squads, scoring only 5653 points.
Junior Ken Hicks played on
the gold squad, was second to
Hastings in points with a score
of 1154 in smallbore and 380 in
air rifle, for a total of 1529.
Senior lryt Chance also played

PlavRE
YOURSELF IN
PEACE CORPS

well for the gold squad, shooting a total of 1120 in smallbore
and 360 in air rifle, for a total
of 1480. Meegan Vasek round·
ed out the Gold squad with a
total of 1396 with 1120 in
smallbore and 360 in air rifle.
Freshman Crystal Kern led
the MSU Blue squad with a
score of 1142 in smallbore and
371 in air rifle, for a total of
1513. Ann Proctor, another
freshman on the blue squad finished with a total of 1485,
shooting 1118 in smallbore and
367 in air rifle. Emily Schefold,
also a freshman, finished with
1476 points total, 1096 in
smallbore and 380 in air rifle.

Hair Studio
753-3688

We are looking for
students who will graduate in
1998 for international jobs in
education, environment,
agriculture, business, health,
French and youth development Call today to discuss
your qualifications.

Monday - Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

Walk-ins welcome

~
(800) 424-8580 .

Parking Appeals
Oct. 8 at 3:30 p.m.
cumberland Room
of Curris• Center

www.peacecorps.gov

Om~~~!~?i~adg~!!~ s!~ppa
Murray State University· Circle
Fall1997
The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now accepting applications from
qualified students. The minimum criteria that must be met by a student to be eligible for
consideration are as follows:
A. Junior, Senior, or Graduate standing
B. Rank in the upper 35% of class
C. One semester in residence at Murray State University
D. Attainment of special distinction in at least two of the following five areas:
1. Scholarships
2. Athletics 3. Campus Activities, Religious Activities, Social Service
4. Journalism, Speech, and the Mass Media
5. Creative and Performing Arts
Interested students may pick up an application in the SGA Office, the Student Affairs Office (Ordway
Hall), and the Multi-Cultural Center.
All applications must be tumed in by Friday, Oct. 17, at 4:30 p.m. to Dr. Don Robertson, Student Affairs Office, Ordway Hall.
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Accident kills BYU player, injures ·two
Harvey was traveling north
on
1-15 with teammates Tony
THE DAILY UNivntSE
BRIGHAM YouNG UNIVERSITY
Fields and Roderick Foreman,
said Utah State Trooper Wade
Brewer. Fields, the driver, was
(U-WIRE) PROVO, Utah - A racing another car carrying
BYU football player died Mon- members of the football team
day after being thrown from a from the north Springville exit.
rolling Nissan Pathfinder on I- The accident occurred in Provo.
Fields was speeding in the
15.
Twenty-year-old Terrence right lane when a car attemptHarvey had been a BYU stu- ing to merge onto the freeway
dent for two weeks before the cut him off, Brewer said. Fields
accident.
attempted to swerve out of the
"We are shocked and sad- way, but was blocked by an
dened by the loss of an out- oncoming truck. Unable to
standing young man who had switch lanes safely, Fields lost
such great promise," said BYU control of the car which rolled
football coach LaVell Edwards. several times.
"Our thoughts and prayers are
Fields sustained minor
with his family."
injuries to his chest, said assoBY j ONATHAN B AGLEY

ciate athletic director Val Hale.
Foreman broke every bone in
his hand and was scheduled to
have surgery Tuesday. It is
expected that Foreman will
miss the remainder of his
freshman season.
Harvey was alive at the scene
of the accident, but died at
Utah Valley Regional Medical
Center.
Fields and Foreman were
wearing seat belts, but Harvey
was not, Brewer said.
The highway patrol found
prescription medication in the
Nissan Pathfinder belonging to
Fields, Brewer said. The highway patrol will refer the case to
the county attorney.
"Ther e could be serious

charges against th e driver,"
Brewer said.
Fields was taking the medication for a root canal he
underwent Monday, Hale said.
Fields was Harvey's best
friend, and was instrumental
in attracting Harvey to BYUs
footba ll program, Ha le said .
Harvey and Fields attended ·
high school together and were
teammates on the Victor Valley
Community College football
team.
A somber mood fell over the
coach's office Tuesday, Hale
said.
"It's pretty hard because football players (think they) are
invulnerable," Hale said. "To
have themselves made mortal

is a bit of a shock."
To transfer to BYU, Harvey
had to take many credits at
Victor Valley Community College over the summer, Hale
said. Harvey finished his prerequisites in time to enroll at
BYU and was declared eligible
by the NCAA to play football in
early September.
Due to injuries that have
plagued the Cougar secondary
this season, Harvey was thrust
into the starting lineup against
SMU after seeing sparse action
against Arizona State. He had
five tackles against the Mustangs Saturday.
"He led more by example,"
said head football coach at Victor Valley Gene Tashima. "He

had such an exuberant personality, when he made a great
play be really fired up t he
team."
"Terrence (Harvey) did everything we asked of him. He was
very coachable," Tashima said.
Football excited Harvey.
Tashima said the coaching staff
was forced to calm him down at
t imes because of the intensity
he brought to the fi eld.
Tashima said he was not able
to contact Harvey's mother, but
he knew that Harvey's education and football career mattered more to her than anything. Tashima wished to
express his condolences to the
Harvey family.

Women's golf takes second Rugby Flooded
•Women's golf: Mikki
McLeary highlighted the
Lady Racers as they finished second in their home
tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course
Monday.

Classic Miller Memorial Golf 72 to give herself the lead on
Course
Monday,
Mikki Sunday, then shot a finalMcLeary took home first-place round 77 to win by five strokes
honors in individual competi- over Arkansas State University's Rebecca Sojeant.
tion in the tournament.
The Lady Racers allowed an
eight-stroke lead they held over
Western Kentucky University
following Sunday's round slip
through their fingers Monday,
as the Lady Hill toppers shot 10
strokes better than MSU in the
final round to take a 647-649
victory.

BY G REG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Although the Racers finished
second behind Western Kentucky at the Hilltopper-Racer

McLeary shot a first-round

Brandi Stevenson also had a
solid performance for the Lady
Racers, finishing fifth with
rounds of 80-79- 159.
In
team
competition,
Arkansas State finished third,
followed by Spring Hill College,
Xavier University, Eastern
Kentucky University, Tennessee Tech University and the

University of Dayton.

BY EDDIE GRANT

Head coach Velvet Milkman
said there were some bright
spots in the second-place finish.
"I think we were disappointed in how we finis hed, but
there were some positive
things, so we can learn from
that," she said. "We've practiced on everything. I've sat
down with each player and
tried to see what each weakness was. We're trying to put
this tournament behind us and
now look to Ole Miss."

ASSISTANT SftorTS EDITOR

The Murray State Mustangs saw their season starting two
game winning streak come to an end this past weekend with a
25-10 loss to the Paducah Io'lood, at t he rugby field in Paducah.
The Mustang's team record is now at 2-1 for Ute year thus
far, an improvement from last year 's 0-3 at this t ime.
The t wo tries for the Mustangs were scored by J eremy Baker
and by Moses Rice. Though It was a good game the MSU squad
was just unable to handle the bigger PaduCah team.
This was a hard-hitting one as Murray State team c:oacb Joeh
Andrews was knocked unconscious in the action.
The Mus tangs have a break u ntil Oct. 28, when they take on
Fort Campbell.
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UT-Martin to be challenge
•Preview: Head coach
Denver Johnson will not
take UT-Martin lightly,
though recent history
favors the Racers.
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Coming off of a bruising victory over Middle Tennessee last
Saturday which left the firstand second-string centers in
the Murray State infirmary, a
common perception would be
that the Racers can take a
breather against the UT-Martin Skyhawks and win handily.
However, MSU head coach
Denver Johnson doesn't believe
that line of thought.
"''m certainly not going to
take Martin lightly," he said.
"Traditionally this has been a
pretty good game. I know when
I was down there in '88 we
(Martin) came up here and won
the game in this stadium. At
that time we were Division II in
Gulf South. I know the importance and the feelings that's
going to go with this game on
their end of it."
On paper, the game looks like
a breeze for the Racers. The
Skyhawks are 0-4 on the season and have scored only 27
points in those four contests.
Recent history also favors the
Racers, as they have won the
last four games of the aerie~

dating back to 1993.
Johnson said Martin shows
some talent in its game films
"Watching them on film,
they've got a pretty good bunch
of athletes," he said. "I'm really
impressed with their defensive
linemen, they run well, they get
off the ball, they're huge in the
offensive line. They've got some
players. A little bit of the problem is they've got so many new
players."
A solid performance will be in
order if the Racers wish to continue their two-game win
streak, Johnson said.
"I wish that I could feel like
this is a lag week or someone
that maybe we could slack off
and rest some guys, maybe
even hold some guys out and
still handily win the game, but
I don't feel that way at all," he
said. "We're going to have to
play a good football game to
beat Martin. We have to get
ready to do that."
Special teams, specifically
punting, is a facet of the game
that Johnson would like to
work on.
"Obviously you would like to
average over 40 yards, but I've
talked to (punter Carson
Gream) several times and
coach (Linwood) Ferguson really is coaching him hard," he
said. "I can live without the 45and 60-yarders and hope that
we never get those 15- and 20yarders. If one is not 70 and one

is not zero that's OK."
Johnson added, "He's getting
much more consistent and is
working hard. It makes you feel
better when you run out there
and know what you are going to
get out of that punt, except
when you run out and you have
no idea what's going to come ofT
his foot, it might go 60 and it
might not go 16. That's what
drives me nuts, we are beginning to feel a little bit more
c~mfortable when at least we
can get a punt out of it. That's a
relief."
Even if the punting game
doesn't improve, Johnson
believes the team can convert
in fourth down situations.
"I told the staff that we'd better be ready to go for it on
fourth down a bunch if our
punting situation didn't get
better," he said. "I really
believe that's where we can win
ballgames. There were a couple
of times there in the Indiana
State game and the Middle
Tennessee game where we had
a fourth down situation there
where I thought the game was
still very much in question
where we were able to convert
fourth down, stay on the field,
keep the defense ofT there and
stay alive. I think we've been
pretty fortunate and our kids
have executed that very well.
We're not scared to go for it on
fourth down. The kids feel like
they can make any fourth

"I don't want
our team to
think that
because Martin's
0-4 that this is
going to be a
breezy game."

OSU, Denver favored
in weekend ac~ion
r

Io~a

-DENVER JOHNSON.
RACER FoOTBALL COACH

down."
Even though the Skyhawks
have not found success this
year, Johnson knows his team
could still be in for a battle.
"I know coach (Jim) Marshall
and I have a lot of respect for
him," he said. "I think he is a
fine man and a good football
coach. I know they are doing
the right things down there, as
I think we are."
Johnson said Martin's schedule has played a part in the
Skyhawks' poor start.
"They've had a pretty tough
schedule, it's not like they've
lost to any weak sisters," he
said. "Obviously, teams like
that scare you. I don't want our
team to think that because
Martin's 0-4 that this is going
to be a breezy game, but it's
certainly not going to be that.
This is going to be a good football game."
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m. in
Martin, Tenn.

at Ohio State

The Big Ten Conference is
enjoying a renaissance this ·,
year with the success of Penn
State, Michigan , Michigan
State, Iowa and Ohio State.
This week we get to see the
first battle among these elite
teams. The defending Big Ten
champs the Ohio State Buckeyes are 4-0, but still have not
caught stride following the
departure of such key players
from last year's squad as
Orlando Pace and Bobby Hoying. Iowa State and Illinois can
attest to the offensive firepower that Iowa possess as the
Hawkeyes have obliterated
everyone in their path. Running back Tavian Banks is
Iowa's most dangerous player
and leads the nation in rushing
with 835 yards in four games.
Iowa's competition has been
weaker than the Buckeyes and
the game is in Columbus so ...
Yickett's pick - Ohio St. 31
Iowa 27

New England at Denver
The battle of two undefeated
teams and a possible AFC
championship game preview
will take place Monday night
when the Patriots and Broncos
hook up. New England (4-0) is
coming ofT a bye week and
should be well rested for the
Broncos. Denver looked unim-

Yickett'sPicA.~s
jASON YATES
-COLL£GEMurray St. 30
Alabama 31

UT·MARTlN 10
KENTUCKY 28
SOUTHERN MISS. 24
Lou1sville 16
FLORIDA ST. 37
M•aml (Fla.) 17
Auburn 24
SOUTH CAROLINA 13
FLORIDA 45
Arkansas 20
TENNESSEE 34
Ole Miss 12
GEORGIA 23
Mississippi St. 15
COLORADO 27
Texas A&M 20
LSU 31
VANDER81LT 14
STANFORD 27
Notre D~me 21
WASHINGTON 24
Arizona SL 20
-NFL·

JACKSONVILLE 34
O~las 24
Detroit 28
MIAMI23
BALTIMORE 26
GREEN BAY 24
Washington 20

C frK•nnad 21
NY GIANTS 7
BUFFALO 17
Kansas City 17
Pittsburgh 23
Tampa Bay 21
PHILADELPHIA 13

SEATTLE 27
Minnesota 30
NY Jets 28

ARIZONA 23
INDIANAPOUS 14

Tennessee 14

OAKLAND 31
New Orleans 13

San

Diego 23

CHICAG06

pressive last week in their win
against winless Atlanta, but
the Broncos always rise to a
new level when they are in
Mile High Stadium. Everybody
will talk about the quarterback
match-up between Drew Bledsoe and John Elway, but the
key to the game is whether the
Patriots' Curtis Martin or the
Broncos' Terrell Davis will control the ground game.

Yickett's pick · Denver 34
New England 24
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Spring Br't:<lk '98 - &II Trip.,, l!<im C...'h &
Gu F~~tt SIU<lmt Tr.IVc:l Servia..,; Is now
hirinl! c:unpu' rep.,twoup o~nlzers.
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~EClAt.

PRIVACY HEnGl! - Will
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liwr:m~ Dk:oultl Tree .F;um. I!00-&!9-

Spnnf! Bn!:lk ll.lh:ull:l.' P:uty CNI.'it:!
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Taxes! Gt'l

ALL NEW HAPPY JA<."K UQUI-VICT

Stnes.FINANOAL
1995 Mu.<,~;~ng Cotwatlhle, ,iM:f wilh
hbck top, :.uronuuc, 28,000 miles, still
under warranl)·, $1 '\,000 49Ht6b'i

110 Air Conditiom:r, Kenmore S60. C;cll
753·1 176 .1flcr 5 p.rn. Creal fur :~p:anmc:nl ,
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introducing them to the work- everyday handing out fliers
and putting up signs."
ings ofSGA.
Continued from Page 1
Perry, a humanities major
Perry said he was able to
from Benton, said he was gain the support of his freshand means chainnan, said 210 happy when he heard he was man orientation class by
freshmen voted in this year's one of the winners in the speaking to them and encouraging them to vote.
election, representing approxi- freshman senate elections.
mately 10 percent of total
"I'm ecstatic about it," he
Perry said because of the
freshmen.
said. "I was kind of anxious to amount of time he dedicated
"I don't think this year's find out if I had won or not, to the campaign, he hasn't
voter turnout was as big as and biting my nails waiting been able to take much time to
plan what he wants to do
the 1996-97 elections, but it for the results."
Perry said that his 10-per- while in office. However, he
was comparable to the 199596 elections," Vaughan said. son campaign team worked said there are some issues
"But regardless, it was still a hard and was a big reason that he thinks should be
why he was elected.
decent turnout."
addressed.
Vaughan said the next step
"What I did was to get the
''I noticed the other day on
is orientating Newell and most outspoken people that I the bulletin board at the SGA
Perry to the responsibilities could, and we hit the streets," office that there are ·a lot of
they will be assuming as he said. "They really worked parking
tickets
to
be
freshman senators, as well as hard and were out there appealed," he said. "I think

SENATORS

JURY
Continued from Page 1

In another campus rape case,
Cedric D. Moore, former student from Marks, Miss., pleaded not guilty to charges of first
degree rape of an MSU student
in September in Calloway
County. District Court Sept 15.
Moore's case will now go
directly to the Calloway Coun-

ty grand jury after he waved
his preliminary hearing.
He was arrested Sept. 12 for
allegedly forcing himself on the
student in her room at Hart
College with her roommate
present.
Moore was held in Calloway
County Jail on a $15,000 cash
bond. The bond was dropped to
$1,500 with the stipulation
that Moore not contact the
alleged victim.

~~ ~o..._ ~o~ the

:IJ~~:~~

~rr:-..::3

"

the process of appealing a
parking ticket takes too long."
On the other hand, Newell, a
business major from Salem,
Ill., said that she hasn't had
much time to contemplate
campus issues.
"I've only been here for a
short while, and I haven't
really been exposed to the
campus," Newell said.
Newell, who is also a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, said that she received a lot
of help in the campaign from
het sisters.
"My strategy was basically
by word of mouth," she said. "I
might not have had much of a
chance to win if I wasn't in a
sorority."

•

Homecoming Quee11~

*

Elections
Oct. 9
8:30 ~.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Curris Center
2nd Floor

program get started.
"So far we have received a lot
Continued from Page 1
of support from the community,"
he said. "We have had several
now, is to spend two to three fund raisers where members of
afternoons (a week) devoted to the community have volunteered
John."
to help. It wouldn't be possible
Wolfe said that the people of for us to do this if it wasn't for
the community have helped the the support of the community."

.
Sigma

Alpha Sigma Alpha
congratulates

dozen, and Subs.

Breakfast Sandwiches
Available.
Open 24 hrs.
Across from MSU Stadium.

~"'-?

Rm.

Belinda Vandergriff
Nancy Wilson
on their ·selection by

Delta~

W
Monday, oct. 6
J
5:30 p.m. in
105 (Carr Health)

Traci Richerson

OFF Donuts, by.

~

~ · RUSH

Wednesday, oct. a
6 p.m. Pagliai's
Thurs~ay,

_oct. 9

7:30p.m. Reading Rm. (Pogue Library)
(Optional)

_

Order ol Omega~::;;
National Honor Society

ALL HPER Majors & Minors
Required 2.5 GPA overall
•
•
•
3.0 tn
MaJor
or Mtnor
with at least t 2 hours

10% Discount for MSU Students with ID.
Coupon and discount are not valid in

-t

'-N

PROGRAM

DONUT PALACE

50¢

15

-Thanks to all who mad~ .._....
B.E. S.A.F.E.
week a success!

For more in/ormation call
J.

...

J.

~

..._

•

•

Ross Leigll 759-J4f f

lver Get SllebodJ Totally Waned!

·Panhellenie·

lAtE THE~

CAll A Frs
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Don~t Forget

Your copy of
The Murray state Newsrr

OCTOBIR IS CO-OP AWARiniSS MOnTH
The Murray State News

fRifNOS OON'l

lU

fRifNOS DRIVf DRUNK

The MSU FacuUy Club invites you to join for the
1997-98 Academic Year
Individual Membership:
• Eligibility: Any faculty membertincluding adjunct/visiting and professional staff
• Benefits: Voting privileges, attendance at Club functions, use of dub for
personal meetings, receptions and other small gatherings
• Cost: Annual dues only $25 per year or $35 for two eligible members of same household
Unit Membership:
• Eligibility: Any Murray State administrative unit, including colleges, academic
departments and non-academic units
• Benefits: Scheduling of meetings and receptions hosted by the unit, scheduling lodging
for out of town guests of the unit
• Cost: Annual dues $50

MSU Facultv Qub 129ZFaU Calendar

"'
Oct. 10, Friday, 4-6 p.m., members and open

Oct. 18, Saturday, 10-11:30 a.m., members
Oct. 23, Thursday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., members
Nov. 8, Saturday, 11 a.m.-1 p.m., members
Nov. 20, Thursday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., members
Dec. 11, Thursday, llc30 a.m..-1 p.m., membet's Be:
open

open

rally

Homecomini Open House
TaUgateless Brunch (Pre-game event)
"Lunch for a Buck"
TaUgateless Party (Pre-game event)
"Lunch for a Buck"

What's t.he essence of Aveda? A rHon~rnt or ,,:>r'H:I!; - t'\n Str.-•""r. t:t ... li~f.
A !>kl lllul »e•vlcu pc.~rrortn~cl l.)y puor>l•.: who know the trc~"ds o:\nd
H•chnlquc.•<>. A nnal "'•lk(~Un \011<:1Hlp tO ICHJVC' you fl'.•cllng gr~nt. And,
of c.oursc;,, <">l•'eption.AI, pl•"tnt-bn~•·c:J prodocu.. thc~l ruvlvt" the ..... n.,.es
c.t<., WP.ll .......... yc:U.lf .it(),:')t~o:"ltc.'tMC"t:•. fJI.Jr(_• f')o'~f"''"\J")t.'!',-tl'\R,- t,..Vfl!'f"Y vi-sit .. ,V.--1-y day.
Onty · " 1.11\ Avt.c•t.l.~ Co•u:<.•pt ~ialon · •·

Christmas~

Complete this regiStration form and send il with your dues to Albert Sperath, treasurer, MSU Faculty
Club, Department of Art. Make checks payable to "MSU Faculry Club."
NAMEiS
PHONEiS
DEPARTMI;;NiiS
Individual M~mbershi~
Dual Membershi~
Unit Meml2ershi~

...__

-- ...

-....... c: ..... l
... ... ......... ""~

- ~-

Skt.,
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c ........... up

-

-- ---

~
t......r•ant .......... ~vm•<D
I
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~o/llb &seJllial 0qy/t.foa/
301 N. 12th St. • 767-0760

MSU Faculty Club, 309 N. 14th
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Dody c • • •
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MURRAY'S

.

IINIXEBSI
tl PLAZ ~~

•
-

FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY

Shop .M urray's Pier 1 This
Weekend For Their Annual

WAl~ING IN ~lYl~
'~'
t
T
T

FALL
SIDEWALK
SALE
3 Big Days
Fri., Sat., Sun.

.I

Outside...
You'll Find All Merchandise
On Our Sidewalks Reduced

Up To

OOre are

soo;O

our new !all oollernon!
·

' '

T

earri~;:,a~~~~:.ss~:rves,
purses, girl's backpacks,
socks, hosiery and more!

illllllll'l.41e
Boutique

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
Open Mon.-Fri. 9a.m.-6p.m.
Sat. 9a
., Sun. 1 a.m.-5 p.m.

Outside

Plaza ••1203A Chestnut St. • 767-0223

·Inside

Dennison-Hun·t•s Annual
Garage Sale
•Closeouts •Discontinued Items •Odd Sizes

All Items Way
Below Cost!
1203
Chestnut
Street

m

c~oice selecijons in

Inside ...
You'll Find Selected Furniture
And Accessories Reduced
UpTo2QOj0

111111

'~~ney

0

Everything Throughout
·The Store!

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT

o OFF

IN YOUR LIFE"

Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844

------------------------

